RECENT PROGRESS ON RIGITY PROPERTIES OF HIGHER
RANK DIAGONALIZABLE ACTIONS AND APPLICATIONS
ELON LINDENSTRAUSS
Dedicated to G.A. Margulis

Abstract. The rigidity propeties of higher rank diagonalizable actions is a
major theme in homogenous dynamics, with origins in work of Cassels and
Swinnerton-Dyer in the 1950s and Furstenberg. We survey both results and
conjectures regarding such actions, with emphasize on the applications of these
results towards understanding the distribution of integer points on varieties,
quantum unique ergodicity, and Diophantine approximations.

1. Introduction
The extensive theory of actions of unipotent groups on homogeneous spaces, to
which G. A. Margulis made many pioneering contributions, gives very satisfactory
qualitative (if not yet quantitative) understanding of these actions, with numerous
and profound applications. The current state-of-the-art regarding actions of diagonalizable groups is much less satisfactory, and indeed for most natural questions we
only have partial results regarding the dynamics. Fortunately, these partial results
already have fairly wide applicability. It is the purpose of the survey to present
some of the rigidity results regarding such actions as well as their applications.
The motivation to studying rigidity properties of higher rank diagonal actions
comes from two different directions. One of these is from the geometry of numbers:
the program, initiated by Minkowski, of using lattices in Euclidean spaces and
their generalizations for understanding number theoretic questions. We shall make
in the survey a distinction between arithmetic questions, that is to say properties of
integer points (or more generally rational or algebraic point), such as counting and
distribution properties of integer points on varieties, and questions in Diophantine
approximations, such as how well can a point to a given variety be approximated
by integer or rational points. Both kinds of applications were already prominently
present in the geometry of numbers since its inception by Minkowski.
A classical problem in the geometry of numbers is the study of the set of values
attained at integer points by a homogeneous form F of degree d obtained by taking
the products of d-linear forms in d-variables, i.e. one considers forms
F px1 , . . . , xd q 
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where l1 , . . . , ld are d linearly independent linear forms1, and investigate the values
attained by F for x  px1 , . . . , xd q P Zd . For instance, one may study the quantity
νF

 xPZinfrt0u |F pxq| .
d

If we present the coefficients of the linear forms li in a d  d-matrix g (one row for
each linear form) then the map F pg q assigning a product of d linear forms F to a
d  d-matrix g is left invariant under the action of the d  1-dimensional diagonal
subgroup A SLpd, Rq whereas the map F ÞÑ νF is invariant under composition
of F by an element of GLpd, Zq (in the geometry of numbers literature, two forms
which are the same up to the action of GLpd, Zq are said to be equivalent 2). Thus we
may view g ÞÑ νF pgq as either a (left) A-invariant function on GLpn, Rq{ GLpn, Zq
or a (right) GLpn, Zq-invariant function on Az GLpn, Rq. It is convenient to use
the normalized quantity ν̄F pgq  νF pgq { |det g | which is a well defined function on
PGLpd, Rq, left invariant under A and right invariant under PGLpd, Zq.
Already the case d  2 is of some interest and was quite extensively studied
[C2, §II]. In this case the possible forms F considered are simply the set of nondegenerate indefinite quadratic forms in two variables.
For any product of 2 linear
?
forms in 2 variables F , the value of ν̄F is ¤ 5, with equality if and only if F is
equivalent (up to a multiplicative scalar, and the action of GLp2, Zq) to F px, y q 
x2  xy  y 2 . Up to the same degrees of freedom, Markoff constructed a complete
list of (countably many) binary form with ν̄F ¡ 13 but there are uncountably many
such indefinite binary forms with ν̄F  31 and a set of full Hausdorff dimension of
forms with ν̄F ¡ 0. Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer investigated the possible values
of ν̄F for forms that are a product of three linear forms in three variables [CSD].
They discovered that integral forms of this type satisfy a very strong isolation result,
much stronger than the analogous isolation result of Remak and Rogers for product
of two linear forms in two variables. We emphasize that an integral form that is a
product of d linear forms in d variables need not be presentable as a product of d
integral linear forms in d variables. This led them to make the following remarkable
conjecture (to be precise, Cassels and Swinnerton Dyer state this conjecture in their
paper for d  3, but it is clear that they realized a similar phenomenon should hold
for higher d; cf. also the much later remark in Swinnerton-Dyer’s book [SD, p.20]):
Conjecture 1 (Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer[CSD]). Let d ¥ 3. Any form F which
is a product of d linear forms in d variables which is not proportional to a form
with integral coefficients has ν̄F  0.
This farsighted paper of Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer, and in particular the
above conjecture, was highlighted by Margulis in [M5]. Stated in terms of the
homogeneous space PGLpd, Rq{ PGLpd, Zq this conjecture is equivalent to the following:
Conjecture ([CSD, M5]). Let d ¥ 3. Any orbit of the diagonal group A in
PGLpd, Rq{ PGLpd, Zq is either unbounded or periodic.
1When considering a product of d linear forms in d variables the forms will be implicitly
assumed to be linearly independent even if this is not explicitly stated.
2Sometimes one makes a distinction between forms that are the same up to composition by an
element of SL d, Z , which are said to be properly equivalent, and forms that are the same under
the action of the slightly bigger group GL d, Z which are only said to be improperly equivalent.
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Here and throughout we say that an orbit L.x of a locally compact group L on a
space X is periodic if the stabilizer of x is a lattice in L, i.e. discrete and of finite
covolume. Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer show in [CSD] that Conjecture 1 implies
a conjecture of Littlewood from c. 1930:

P R, it holds that
inf n }nα} }nβ }  0.
n ¡0

Conjecture 2 (Littlewood). For any α, β

Here we use for x P R the somewhat unfortunate but customary notation }x} 
minnPZ |x  n|.
A second historical motivation comes from ergodic theory, namely the work of
Furstenberg on “transversality” of the a and b maps on T  R{Z for a and
b multiplicatively independent. Recall that two integers a and b are said to be
multiplicatively independent if they are not both powers of this same integer, i.e.
if log a{ log b R Q. In his landmark paper [F2], Furstenberg proved the following
theorem:
Theorem 1.1 (Furstenberg [F2]). Let X be a closed subset of T invariant under
the action of the multiplicative semigroup Sa,b, generated by two multiplicatively
independent integers a and b, that is to say s.x P X for any s P S and x P X. Then
X is either finite or X  T.
In this paper Furstenberg introduces the notion of joinings and the related notion
of disjointness of dynamical systems, a notion that would be important for us later
on in this survey, and deduced Theorem 1.1 from a particular disjointness principle,
one of several enunciated in the paper.
He also presented the following highly influential conjecture that is still open, a
natural analogue to Theorem 1.1 in the measure preserving category:
Conjecture 3 (Furstenberg, c. 1967). Let Sa,b  N be a semigroup generated by
two multiplicatively independent integers as above, and let µ be a Sa,b -invariant and
ergodic probability measure on T. Then either µ is finitely supported or µ is the
Lebesgue measure mT on T.
In this survey will use Greek letters to denote unknown probability measures, and
m (often decorated with subscripts) to denote a “canonical” probability measures
such as Lebesgue measure or Haar measure. We stress that µ being Sa,b -ergodic
does not imply it is ergodic under the action generated by multiplication by a or
by b — only that any measurable subset X  T which is Sa,b -invariant has either
µpX q  0 or µpT r X q  0.
Dealing with semigroup actions is somewhat awkward; this is easily remedied
though: it is (easy to see that Conjecture 3 is equivalent to the
±classifying the
ak bl : k, l P Z -invariant and ergodic probability measures on
p|ab prime Qp {Λ
±
with Λ  Zr1{abs diagonally embedded in p|ab Qp .
An important insight of Rudolph [R6], building upon prior work of Lyons [L5],
is that entropy plays an important role in understanding this measure classification question. Specifically, Rudolph proved for a, b relatively prime that Lebesgue
measure is the only Sa,b -invariant and ergodic probability measure on T so that its
entropy with respect to at least one element of Sa,b is positive. This was extended
to the more general multiplicative independent case by Johnson [J]. We now have
quite a few other proofs of Rudolph’s theorem (e.g. [F1, H2, H1] to name a few)
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that seem to me quite different, though all rely very heavily on the positive entropy
assumption.
The key feature of the rigidity of higher rank abelian groups such as the action of
Sa,b on T is that the rigidity does not come from the action of an individual element.
For any s P Sa,b there are uncountably many s-invariant and ergodic probability
measures on T with any entropy in r0, log ss as well as uncountably many s-invariant
closed subset of T of any Hausdorff dimension in the range r0, 1s, though we do
mention one important restriction: Lebesgue measure mT is the unique s-invariant
measure on T with entropy log s, and T is only s-invariant closed subset of T of
Hausdorff dimension 1.
Furstenberg presented the a, b-problem as a special instance of a more general
problem, and indeed the type of phenomena pointed out by Furstenberg exists also
in the action of A on PGLpd, Rq{ PGLpd, Zq and in many other high dimensional
diagonal actions.
The key feature of rigidity of higher rank diagonalizable actions — rigidity of
the action as a whole while no rigidity for the action of individual elements — is in
contrast to the rigidity properties of unipotent groups and more generally actions
of groups generated by unipotents.
Definition 1.2. Let G be a locally compact group, Γ G a closed subgroup. A
measure µ on G{Γ is said to be homogeneous if it is supported on a single orbit of
its stabilizer stabG µ  tg P G : g.µ  µu.
A landmark result of Ratner[R3, R2] gives that for groups generated by one parameter unipotent subgroups any invariant probability measure on a quotient space
G{Γ has to be homogeneous. Here the rigidity is already exhibited in the action
of individual one parameter subgroups of the action (another proof of this measure
classification result using entropy theory was given by Margulis and Tomanov in
[MT1]). Ratner used her measure classification theorem to classify orbit closures
under such actions [R4], which enabled her to prove Raghunathan’s Conjecture
(this conjecture, together with a related conjecture of Dani, appeared in [D1]).
Several important nonhorospherical3 cases of this conjecture were proved prior to
[R4, R3] by Dani and Margulis [M3, DM1, DM2], including in particular Margulis
proof of the longstanding Oppenheim conjecture via the study of orbits of the group
SOp2, 1q SLp3, Rq on SLp3, Rq{ SLp3, Zq.
There is another less important wrinkle that requires some care in formulating general conjectures regarding rigidity of higher rank abelian groups, as the
following simple example illustrates: suppose for instance one would like to classify invariant measures for the action of the complex diagonal matrices on XC 
SLp3, Cq{ SLp3, Oq with O the ring of integers in an imaginary quadratic field, for
instance the Gaussian integers Zris. XR  SLp3, Rq{ SLp3, Zq, considered as a homogeneous subspace of XC , is invariant under the real diagonal group. Let mXR
3The horospherical case is more elementary and can be proved e.g. using mixing of an appropriate one parameter diagonalizable flow; this is not unrelated to the phenomenon of the uniqueness
of measure of maximal entropy for a one-parameter diagonalizable flow we already encountered
in the context of the s map on T. We note also that the horospherical case inspired Dani and
Raghunathan to make their general conjectures on unipotent orbits — indeed, this is precisely
what Dani’s paper [D1] is about!
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denote the uniform measure on XR , and set
µ

2π 2π




0

0

eiθ1
eiθ2



eipθ1

θ2

q

.mXR d θ1 d θ2

(here we use the symbol
to denote integration normalized by the measure of
the set we integrate on, i.e. so that dx  1). The measure µ is invariant and
ergodic under the action of the (complex) diagonal group in SLp3, Cq, but is not
homogeneous.
Definition 1.3. Let G be a locally compact group, Γ G a closed subgroup. A
measure µ on G{Γ is said to be almost homogeneous if there is a homogeneous
measure m0 on G{Γ with stabilizer H0  stabG m0 and a closed subgroup L G
so that L{pL X H0 q has finite L-invariant volume and
µ

{p X q

`.m0 d`.

L L H0

If the quotient L{pL X H0 q is finite we say that µ is virtually homogeneous.
Definition 1.4. Let k be a local field (e.g. R), and let G be an algebraic group
defined over k. An element g P Gpk q said to be of class-A if it is diagonalizable
over k, generates an unbounded subgroup of Gpk q and moreover for any action of
Gpk q on a projective space PV p±
k q and v P PV pk q any limit point of tg n .v : n P Zu
is g-invariant. An element g P i Gi pki q is of class-A if all of its components are
of class-A.
For example, a R-diagonalizable element of GpRq with positive eigenvalues is of
class-A. Another example which works in any local field k is taking an element
g P Gpk q all of its eigenvalues are integer powers of some fixed θ P k with |θ| ¡ 1.
This latter example has been called class-A by Margulis and Tomanov in [MT2]; but
it is precisely the invariance property of any limit point of elements for projective
actions of the underlying group that was used there, and it seems convenient to
enlarge this class using this property.
Definition 1.5. We say that a topological group A is of higher rank if there is a
homomorphism Z2 Ñ A which is a proper map with respect to the discrete topology
on Z2 .
General conjectures regarding rigidity for invariant measures under higher rank
abelian groups were made by Furstenberg (unpublished), Katok and Spatzier [KS2]
and Margulis [M7]. The following is a variant of their conjectures:
Conjecture 4. Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over Q, and S a finite
set of places for Q containing
8. Let OS  Zr1{p : p P S r 8s denotes the ring
±
of S-integers in Q, G  vPS GpQv q and Γ  GpOS q,4 diagonally embedded in G.
Let A
G be a closed subgroup consisting of elements of class-A of higher rank
and let µ be an A-invariant and ergodic probability measure on G{Γ. Then either
µ is virtually homogeneous or there
±is a Q-subgroup L ¤
±G and a proper normal
Q-subgroup H C L so that, if H  vPS HpQd q and L  vPS LpQd q, then
(1) A X L has finite index in A,

pq

4To be more precise: we fix a realization of G as a Q-subgroup of SL d for some d, and set

Γ

 GpQq X SLpd, OS q.
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(2) there is some g P G so that µpg.rLsΓ q ¡ 0 (with r sΓ denoting the image under
the projection G Ñ G{Γ)5
(3) the image of A X L in L{H is not of higher rank.
Unlike the case of unipotent flows, where the classification of invariant measures
and orbit closures go hand-in-hand and are very closely analogous, for diagonal flows
the problem of classifying invariant measures seems, in general, better behaved than
understanding orbit closures. This is somewhat surprising, as in the a, b-system
considered by Furstenberg, with a and b multiplicatively independent integers, a
complete orbit closure classification was obtained by Furstenberg already in 1967,
whereas the measure classification question (without a positive entropy assumption)
is Conjecture 3 — a notoriously hard open problem. However, already in the
slight generalization of considering a, b for a and b multiplicatively independent
(rational) integers on C{Zris not much is known (see §3.2 for more details).
While this is not immediately clear from the formulation, Conjecture 3 is essentially a special case of Conjecture 4. For simplicity, assume that a and b are distinct
primes (the modification for general multiplicatively
"
* independent a and b is left to
the imagination of the reader). Let G 

 

, i.e. the semi-direct product of
0 1
the multiplicative
group Gm with the additive group
±
± Ga , and take S  t8, a, bu.
Let G  vP(
G
p
Q
q
,
Γ

G
p
Z
r
1
{
ab
sq
and
A
G the group
v
S
v PS Gm pQv q
±
k l
a b : k, l P Z diagonally embedded in vPS Gm pQv q. For any y P R we have
that
"


*
 
 yv P Z for v  a, b
y x8
ya xa
yb xb
v

Yy :
,
,
 xv P Qv for v  a, b, 8
0 1
0
1
0 1
Γ
is a compact A-invariant subset of G{Γ, hence any A-invariant and ergodic probability measures µ on G{Γ is supported on a single Yy . Without loss of generality we can assume it is supported on Y1 . Let π be the projection of Y1 to
Xa,b  R  Qa  Qb {Zr1{abs given by


1
0



x8
y
, a
1
0



xa
y
, b
1
0

xb
1



Γ

ÞÑ



x8 , xa , xb



r { s.

Z 1 ab

For any A-invariant and ergodic probability measure µ supported on Y1 , the measure π µ is a a, b-invariant and ergodic probability measures on Xa,b . Conversely, since the fibers of the map π : Y1 Ñ Xa,b are compact, any a, b-invariant
and ergodic probability measures on Xa,b can be lifted to a A-invariant and ergodic
measure on Y1 .
In this survey we focus on S-arithmetic quotients: quotients of a finite index
subgroup G of the QS points GpQS q of a Q-group G by a subgroup Γ commensurable
to GpOS q. By restriction of scalars, this implicitly also includes the case of algebraic
groups defined over any number field, but because of issues related to those pointed
out above for SLp3, Cq{ SLpZrisq, it is more convenient to work with the smaller
field Q.
Definition 1.6. An S-arithmetic quotient G{Γ is saturated by unipotents if it has
finite volume and the group generated by one parameter unipotent subgroups of G
acts ergodically on G{Γ (with respect to the Haar measure on G{Γ).

rs

rs

5We will also use the notation g for g
Γ when Γ is understood.
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When working with real algebraic groups GpRq where GpCq is generated by unipotents (equivalently, the radical of G is equal to the unipotent radical of G), a quotient G{Γ satisfies the saturated by unipotents property if and only if it is connected
in the Hausdorff topology (cf. [M4, Ch. II]).
A very interesting and active direction we do not cover in this survey is actions
on quotients of algebraic groups defined over global fields of positive characteristic.
The key feature here is that there is no analogue to “Q”: there is no minimal global
field. This type of issue makes analyzing even the analogue of the a, b-system
in positive characteristic quite intricate (cf. [KS4, Construction 5.2] and [E]). For
quotients of semisimple groups the situation is better, and a measure classification
theorem for positive entropy measures analogous to what Einsiedler, Katok and the
author [EKL] proved for Q has been proved by Einsiedler, Mohammadi, and the
author in [ELM]. However, even in this case, it is far from clear to which extent
one should expect an analogue to Conjecture 4; in this context we mention the
paper [ANL] by Adiceam, Nesharim and Lunnon where a very interesting example
is constructed.
Acknowledgements. This paper is dedicated with admiration to Gregory Margulis whose deep and profound work has been, and continues to be, an inspiration
to me ever since I started getting interested in homogeneous dynamics. Indeed,
Margulis’ deep work has been a big part of what drew me to the subject to begin
with. On a more personal level, I would like to thank him for his kindness and
generosity over the years.
Many of the results I describe in this work are joint with Manfred Einsiedler;
it is a pleasure to express my gratitude to him for this collaboration; I would also
like to thank him for comments on earlier versions of this survey. I also thank Ilya
Khayutin for helpful comments and corrections. Finally, I would like to thank the
editors of this volume for inviting me to contribute to it and for their patience.
2. Measure rigidity of higher rank diagonal actions
While Conjectures 3 and 4 are still wide open, significant progress was obtained
regarding classifying invariant measures under a positive entropy condition. In sections §4–6 we survey some applications of these results. Typically we are given a
sequence of A-invariant probability measures µi on G{Γ, and would like to understand what are the weak limit points of the sequence µi . Suppose µ is such a limit.
A priori it seems very difficult to control any kind of ergodicity or mixing condition
for the limiting measure. On the other hand, entropy is fairly well behaved with
respect to weak limits. For example, for an A-invariant measure ν, let hpν, aq
denote the ergodic theoretic (a.k.a Komogorov-Sinai or metric) entropy of ν with
respect to the action rg sΓ ÞÑ a.rg sΓ . Then if G{Γ is compact, if µi Ñ µ weak then
for any a P A
hpµ, aq ¥ limi hpµi , aq

(cf. e.g. [EKL, §9]). This actually also holds if G{Γ is not compact assuming µ is
a probability measure.
(
Rudolph’s theorem [R6] discussed above (p. 3) regarding Sa,b  ak bl : k, l P N invariant and ergodic measure µ on T has been a prototype for many subsequent
theorems. We remark that a simple yet important lemma in Rudolph’s proof implies
that if hpµ, sq ¡ 0 for one s P Sa,b , then hpµ, sq ¡ 0 for all s P Sa,b . Katok and
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Spatzier ([KS2, KS3], cf. also [KK1] by Kalinin and Katok) pioneered the study
following Rudolph of higher rank abelian actions by automorphisms on Td and
by translations on quotients G{Γ (note that similarly to what we have seen for
the a, b-case, the former can be viewed as a special case of the latter where the
group G is a semi-direct product of a torus and an abelian additive group). In some
cases, Katok and Spatzier were able to obtain a full analogue of Rudolph’s theorem,
but in most cases (e.g. for Zk actions on G{Γ with G semisimple) an additional
ergodicity condition is needed, a condition that unfortunately is not stable under
weak limits.
2.1. Rigidity of joinings. Arguably the most complete result regarding the classification of higher rank abelian actions on arithmetic quotients does not explicitly
mention entropy, though entropy plays an important role in the proof. In the same
paper [F2] in which Furstenberg proved Theorem 1.1, thereby introducing higher
rank rigidity from the dynamical perspective, Furstenberg also introduced joinings
as a key tool in the study of measure preserving and topological dynamical systems.
Suppose H is a topological group acting in a measure preserving way on two probability measures spaces pX, µq and pX 1 , µ1 q. Then H also acts on the product space
X  X 1 by setting h.px, x1 q  ph.x, h.x1 q. A joining of pX, µ, H q and pX 1 , µ1 , H q is
an H-invariant probability measure on X  X 1 that projects to the measure µ and
µ1 on X and X 1 respectively. There is always at least one joining between any two
such actions, namely the product measure µ  µ1 . Existence of other joinings can
be interpreted as evidence of some communality between pX, µ, H q and pX 1 , µ1 , H q;
an extreme form of this would be if these two measure preserving H-actions would
be isomorphic (as H-actions, i.e. there is a measure preserving 1-1 and onto map
φ between subsets of full measure of X and X 1 commuting with the H-action),
in which case the push forward under pid, φq of µ would be a nontrivial joining
supported on the graph of φ.
The following general joining classification theorem is the main result of [EL3]
by Einsiedler and the author:
Theorem 2.1 ([EL3]). Let r, d ¥ 2 and let G1 , . . .±
, Gr be semisimple algebraic
r
groups defined over Q that are Q-almost simple, G  i1 Gi , and S be a finite set
6
of places of Q. Let Xi  Γi zG±
i be S-arithmetic quotients saturated by unipotents
d
for Gi ¤ Gi pQS q and let X  i Xi . Let
a : Z Ñ Gi be proper homomorphisms
± i
so that a  pa1 , . . . , ar q : Zd Ñ G  i Gi is of class-A, and set A  apZd q.
Suppose µ is an A-invariant and ergodic joining of the actions of Ai  ai pZd q on
Xi equipped with the Haar measure mXi . Then µ is homogeneous.
In fact, [EL3] gives slightly more precise information, in that µ is not just homogeneous but Haar measure on a finite index subgroup of the S-adic points of an
algebraic group defined over Q. Such a measure would be said to be an algebraic
measure defined over Q. This joining classification theorem can be extended to perfect groups. Recall that an algebraic group G is said to be perfect if G  rG, Gs.

Theorem 2.2 ([EL3]).
±r Let r, d ¥ 2 and let G1 , . . . , Gr be perfect algebraic groups
defined over Q, G  i1 Gi , and S be a finite set of places of Q. Let Xi  Γi±
zGi be
S-arithmetic quotients for Gi ¤ Gi pQS q saturated by unipotents and let X  ±i Xi .
Let ai : Zd Ñ Gi be homomorphisms so that a  pa1 , . . . , ar q : Zd Ñ G  i Gi

p q

6In particular, by our definition of S-arithmetic quotients G has finite index in G Q .
i
i
S
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is of class-A, and such that the projection of ai to every Q almost simple factor of
Gi pQS q is proper. Suppose µ is an A-invariant and ergodic joining of the action of
Ai  ai pZd q on Xi equipped with the Haar measure mXi . Then µ is homogeneous,
indeed an algebraic measure defined over Q.
We remark that for the action of a one parameter unipotent group on quotients
of SLp2, Rq by lattices Ratner established a joining classification theorem in [R1].
A general joining classification result for actions of unipotent groups was given by
Ratner in [R2] as a by product of her techniques to classify all invariant measures7.
The restriction to perfect groups in Theorem 2.2 is important. If α is a (faithful)
Zk -action on a torus Td by automorphisms, or more generally a Zk -action on the
±
d
solenoid TdS  p vPS Qv q (a prime example of the later being the action generated
by the a and b maps on TS with S containing 8 as well as all prime factors of ab)
for k ¥ 2 then any hypothetical nonatomic αpZd q-invariant and ergodic invariant
measure on TdS of zero entropy would give rise to a nontrivial, nonhomogeneous,
self joining of pTdS , mTdS , αpZk qq given by the push forward of the measure mTdS  µ
2d
using the map px, y q ÞÑ px, x y q from T2d
S Ñ TS . This simple example shows
that classifying self joinings of such Zk -actions is (at least) as hard as Conjecture 3.
However, one can classify joinings between such Zd -actions up to zero entropy
quotients ([KK2, KS1, EL1]).
2.2. Some measure classification theorems for S-arithmetic quotients.
Joinings between higher rank abelian actions have positive entropy coming from
the factors being homogenous, but in fact being a joining imposes additional restrictions on leafwise measures that are very useful for the analysis. If one wants a
measure classification of positive entropy measures, some additional conditions are
needed.
One condition which gives rise to a clean statement is when the acting group is
a maximal split torus, or more generally satisfies the following condition:
Definition 2.3. Let G be an algebraic group defined over Q, S a finite set of places.
A subgroup A GpQS q will be said to be a partially maximal QS -split torus if there
8
is for each s P S a (possibly trivial) algebraic normal subgroup
Hs C GpQs q so that
±
pA X Hs q is a maximal Qs -split torus in Hs , and A  sPS pA X Hs q.
1

Theorem 2.4 (Einsiedler and L. [EL2]). Let G be a Q-almost simple algebraic
group, S a finite set of places, and G{Γ an S-arithmetic quotient for G saturated by
unipotents in the sense of Definition 6. Let A be a higher rank, partially maximal
QS -split torus. Let µ be a A-invariant and ergodic measure on G{Γ, and assume
that:
(1) µpg rLpQS q X GsΓ q  0 for every proper reductive subgroup L
(2) hpµ, aq ¡ 0 for some a P A.

G and g

P G;

Then µ is the uniform measure on G{Γ.

7Indeed, the joining classification follows directly from the measure classification theorem of
Ratner in [R3], but in [R2] (which is part of the sequence of papers establishing the results [R3])
this result is already noted.
8To be precise, H is a group of Q -points of a Q group, however (in contrast to the global field
s
s
s
case) when considering an algebraic group over local field will not make the distinction between
the abstract algebraic group and the groups of points.
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Using Theorem 2.4 a decomposition theorem can be proved for measures on Sarithmetic quotients corresponding to a semisimple Q-group as a product of four
pieces, that may well be trivial:
Theorem 2.5 (Einsiedler and L. [EL2]). Let G be a semisimple algebraic group
defined over Q, S a finite set of places, G{Γ an S-arithmetic quotient for G, and
A a partially maximal QS -split torus. Let µ be a A-invariant and ergodic measure
on G{Γ. Then there °
is a finite index subgroup A1 A and a probability measures
1
1
µ so that µ  |A{A | aPA{A aµ1 and so that µ1 can be decomposed as follows. For
i P t1, 2, 3u there is a semisimple Q-subgroup Li ¤ G and an anisotropic Q-torus
±3
L0 G so that ι : pl0 , . . . , l3 q ÞÑ l0  . . . l3 gives a finite to one map i0 Li pQS q Ñ
GpQS q so that µ1  ι pµ0      µ3 q with each µi an A1 X Li pQS q-invariant and
±3
ergodic probability measure on pLi pQS qX Gq{pLi pQS qX Γq, A1  i0 pA X Li pQS qq
and
1

1

(1) µ1 is the uniform measure on L{pL1 pQS q X Γq with L ¤ L1 pQS q a finite index
subgroup,
(2) µ2 satisfies that hpµ2 , aq  0 for every a P A X L2 pQS q,
(3) L3 pQS q is an almost direct product of Q-almost simple groups L3,i pQS q so that
for all i the group A X L3,i pQS q is not of higher rank.
±k

The special cases of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 for G{Γ a quotient of i1 SLp2, Qvi q
by an irreducible lattice (with vi P tprimes or 8u) or G{Γ  SLpn, Rq{ SLpn, Zq
were proven earlier by the author [L2] and Einsiedler, Katok and the author [EKL]
respectively.
Ideally, one would like to obtain a measure classification results for measures
invariant under a higher rank diagonalizable group in the more general context of
Conjecture 4. This is the subject of ongoing work; in particular, in joint work with
Einsiedler we have the following:
Theorem 2.6 (Einsiedler and L. [EL4]). Let G be an algebraic group over Q that
is Q-almost simple and a form of SLk2 or of PGLk2 with k ¥ 1, S a finite set of places,
and G{Γ an S-arithmetic quotient for G. Let A G be a closed abelian subgroup of
class-A and of higher rank. Let µ be an A-invariant and ergodic probability measure
on X  ΓzG such that hµ paq ¡ 0 for some a P A. Then one of the following holds:
(Algebraic) the measure µ is homogenous.
(Solvable) the space X is non-compact. There exists a nontrivial unipotent
subgroup L such that µ is invariant under L. The measure µ is supported on a
compact A-invariant orbit x0 M  ΛM,x0 zM , where M G is a solvable subgroup
and ΛM,x0  tm P M | m.x0  x0 u is the stabilizer of x0 in M . The lattice
Λx0 ,M in M intersects the normal subgroup L C M in a uniform lattice and
if π : M Ñ M {L denotes the natural projection map, then the image of µ under
the induced map ΛM,x0 zM Ñ π pΛM,x0 qzpM {Lq has zero entropy for the action
of A.
2.3. A rigidity theorem for measures invariant under a 1-parameter diagonal group with an additional recurrence assumption. For the application
of measure rigidity to quantum unique ergodicity, a variant of the above results
was essential, where the assumption of invariance under a higher rank group was
relaxed.
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Definition 2.7. Let H be a locally compact group acting on a standard Borel
space pX, B q. We say that a measure µ on X is H-recurrent9 if for every B  X
with µpB q ¡ 0 and any compact subset F  H, for µ-a.e. x P X there is an
h P H r F with h.x P B.
We stress that no assumption is made regarding H-invariance of µ or even the
measure class of µ.
±r

Theorem 2.8 (L. [L2]). Let G  i1 SLp2, Qvi q with vi P t8, primesu and r ¥ 2,
and let Γ G be an irreducible lattice. Let A SLp2, Qv1 q be a 1-parameter
diago±r
nal group, a P A generating an unbounded subgroup of A, and H  i2 SLp2, Qvi q.
Suppose µ is a A-invariant, H-recurrent, and that for a.e. A-ergodic component µξ
of µ the entropy hpµξ , aq ¡ 0. Then µ is the uniform measure on G{Γ.
We note that using recurrence as a substitute for invariance under a higher rank
group was motivated by Host’s proof of Rudolph’s Theorem in [H2].
3. Orbit closures - many questions, a few answers
3.1. Prologue - orbit closures and equidistribution for unipotent flows.
For unipotent flows, there is a very close relationship between behavior of individual
orbits and the ergodic invariant measures. This correspondence was used by Ratner
[R4] to prove the Raghunathan conjecture:
Theorem 3.1 (Ratner [R4]). Let U be a connected unipotent subgroup of real
algebraic group G and Γ
G a lattice. Then for any x P G{Γ there is a closed
subgroup U ¤ L ¤ G so that U.x  L.x, with L.x a periodic orbit (i.e., stabL pxq is
a lattice in L). Moreover, U acts ergodically on L{ stabL pxq.
In particular, the orbit closure of every U -orbit U.x is the support of a U -invariant
and ergodic measure on G{Γ.
One key ingredient used to prove this surprisingly tight correspondence is a
nondivergence estimate for unipotent flows developed by Dani and Margulis [M2,
D2, DM3]. In addition to establishing nondivergence of the U -trajectory, needed
in order to obtain from an orbit some limiting probability measure which can be
analyzed, to deduce the Raghunathan’s Conjecture from the measure classification
theorem one needs to establish that a trajectory of a point x P G{Γ does not
spend a lot of time close to a “tube” corresponding to shifts of a given periodic
L orbit, unless x itself is in this tube. A flexible way to establish such estimates,
known as the Linearization Method, was developed by Dani and Margulis [DM4];
while [DM4] uses Ratner’s measure classification theorem, the technique itself was
developed earlier by Dani and Margulis (with closely related works by Shah) in order
to prove some cases of Raghunathan’s conjecture by purely topological means (see
e.g. [DM2]); an alternative approach to linearization was used by Ratner in her
proof of Raghunathan Conjecture. We mention that a stronger (more) explicitly
effective version of the Dani-Margulis Linearization Method was given recently by
Margulis, Mohammadi, Shah and the author [LMMS].
We also recall the following theorem of Mozes and Shah that relies on Ratner’s
measure classification theorem and the linearization method:
9An alternative terminology often used in this context is H-conservative; we prefer H-recurrent
as it seems to us more self-explanatory.
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Theorem 3.2 (Mozes and Shah [MS]). Let G be a linear algebraic group over R,
p iq
Γ G a lattice, and let µi be a sequence of probability measures on G{Γ and ut a
sequence of one parameter unipotent subgroups of G so that for every i the measure
piq
µi is ut -invariant and ergodic. Suppose µi converges in the weak -topology to a
probability measure µ. Then µ is homogeneous, and moreover there are gi Ñ e so
that gi supppµi q  supppµq for i large enough.
This theorem was extended to the S-arithmetic setting by Gorodnik and Oh [GO].
3.2. Orbits closures for higher rank diagonalizable group in a torus. Actions of one parameter diagonal groups display no rigidity, and most questions
about behavior of individual orbits for one parameter diagonal groups seem?to be
hopelessly difficult. For instance, it is a well-known open problem whether 3 2 (or
indeed any other irrational algebraic number of degree ¥ 3) has a bounded continued fraction expansion, which is completely equivalent to the question whether the
half-orbit
" t

*
? 
e
1 32
:t¥0
et
0 1
is bounded in G{Γ  SLp2, Rq{ SLp2, Zq.
One could hope that the situation would be better for actions of higher rank
diagonal groups, which do have some rigidity, and to a certain extent this is true.
However, any hope of obtaining as good an understanding of orbits of higher rank
diagonal groups as we have for unipotent flows is doomed to failure, in large parts
stemming from the fact that the connection between individual orbits and invariant
measures for diagonal flows is much weaker.
To illustrate this point, consider first Furstenberg’s Theorem 1.1. This theorem gives a complete classification of orbit closures for the action of Sa,b 
tan bm : n, m P Nu on T  R{Z: Either a finite orbit on which Sa,b acts transitively,
or T. This was significantly extended by Berend, who showed the following
Theorem 3.3 (Berend, [B1, B2]). Let K be a number field, S a finite set of places
including all infinite places, and OS the ring of S-integers, i.e. the ring of k P K
satisfying that |k | ¤ 1 for any place v R S of K. Let Σ a higher rank subgroup of
OS . Assume that
(1) no finite index subgroup of Σ is contained in a proper subfield of K,
(2) for every v P S there is some a P Σ with |a|v ¡ 1 .
±
Then any Σ-invariant closed subset of X  vPS Kv {OS is either finite or X itself.
For K  Q and Σ  N (not including 0!) this reduces easily to Furstenberg
theorem. The proofs of Furstenberg and Berend (as well as a simple proof of
Furstenberg’s Theorem by Boshernitzan [B3]) are purely topological, but one can
deduce Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.3 from Rudolph’s theorem and its analogue
to solenoids [EL1] by Einsiedler and the author respectively
by establishing that
±
any infinite closed Σ-invariant subset Y  X  vPS Kv {OS has to support a
Σ-invariant measure of positive entropy. The reason this can be shown is that it is
not hard to show that if Y is such a closed, infinite, invariant subset Y  Y  X.
This approach was used by Bourgain, Michel, Venkatesh and the author to give a
quantitative version of Furstenberg theorem in [BLMV].
Both conditions in Theorem 3.3 are needed in order to ensure that any closed
invariant subset is either finite or X. However, dropping assumption (2) does not
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dramatically change the situation: if there is some v P S so that for every a P Σ we
have that |a|v  1 then there would certainly be other possible orbits closures, e.g.
a Σ-invariant subset of X supported on the Kv -orbit of the origin on which Σ acts
by generalized rotations. However, with the minor necessary changes needed to
accomodate such obvious examples of orbit closures, the above classification holds
also without assumption (2). This was shown by Wang [W1] for the case of X being
a torus (and essentially the same proof also works for the more general class of X
considered in Theorem 3.3); we also mention that a very interesting combinatorial
applications for the case of K  Qpiq was given by Manners in [M1] (who gave an
independent treatment of the relevant orbit closure classification theorem). We also
note that the approach outlined in the previous paragraph to proving Theorem 3.3
using the measure classification result of Einsiedler and the author [EL1] works just
as well in the case where assumption (2) does not necessarily hold10.
If one instead weakens the conditions of Theorem 3.3 by eliminating the irreducibility assumption (1) (even keeping assumption (2)) we already enter the realm
of conjectures, where surprisingly difficult questions loom. For instance, suppose Σ
is contained in a subfield L K with rK : Ls  2, but that no finite index subset
of Σ is contained in a proper subfield of L. Suppose even that Σ is the full group of
units of the S-integers of L (or more precisely, the SL -units of L, with SL the set
of places of L corresponding to the those in S), and S consists only of all infinite
places of K (so that X is a torus11). Then if the rank of Σ is ¥ 3 Wang and the
author [LW1] proved that any orbit closure is (at most) a finite union of cosets of
closed (additive) subgroups of X. Surprisingly, this statement is false for Σ of rank
2! We make however the following conjecture:
Conjecture 5. Let K be a number field, S a finite set of places including all
infinite places, and OS the ring of S-integers, i.e. the ring of k P K satisfying
that |k | ¤ 1 for any place v R S of K. Let L K, SL the set of valuations of L
corresponding to places in S, and Σ a higher rank subgroup of the group of SL -units
of L; assume moreover that
± no finite index subgroup of Σ is contained in a proper
subfield of L. Let X  vPS Kv {OS and let Y  Σ.x for x P X. Then either
Y  X or there exists a finite collectionXi of closed proper subgroups of X and
torsion points pi P X so that Y  Σ.x Y i pXi pi q.

We remark that (at least when rK : Ls  2) one can give a complete classification
of the support of Σ-ergodic and invariant measures, and (at least to us) it seems
that the key difficulty in proving Conjecture 5 is the weak correspondence between
invariant measures and individual orbits in the diagonalizable case, in sharp contrast
to §3.1.
Conjecture 5 is somewhat close in spirit to a recent result of Peterzil and Strachenko [PS] (which they extended later to nilmanifolds) that proves a similar structure for the image of a definable subset of Rd with respect to an o-minimal structure
in Td  Rd {Zd .

10The paper [EL1] gives a full treatment of a measure classification theorem assuming positive
entropy for irreducible actions, which is the case relevant here, as well as announces results for
more general cases with some hints regarding proofs.
11The assumption that Σ is the full group of units of the S-integers of L is a significant
assumption; the assumption that X is a torus, i.e. S consists only of all infinite places of K, can
be removed.
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3.3. Orbit closures and limits of periodic measures for actions of higher
rank diagonalizable groups on quotients of semisimple groups. We already
mentioned in the introduction the important conjecture of Cassels and SwinnertonDyer regarding orbit closures of the full diagonal group A in the homogeneous space
SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq.12 For the convenience of the reader, we recall it here:

Conjecture ([CSD, M5]). Let d ¥ 3. Any orbit of the diagonal group A in
PGLpd, Rq{ PGLpd, Zq is either unbounded or periodic.

One would liked to say at least conjecturally something stronger about the orbit
closure of an orbit A.x for A.x nonperiodic. For instance, in the same paper Cassels
and Swinnerton-Dyer give a conjecture which can be phrased as saying that any
orbit of SOp2, 1q on SLp3, Rq{ SLp3, Zq is either periodic or unbounded, a conjecture
that is a special case of Raghunathan’s conjecture and was proved by Margulis in
the mid 1980s [M6, M3]. As we saw in §3.1 for SOp2, 1q one actually has that any
orbit is either closed or dense. But this is false for A-orbits. A trivial example is
the orbit A.res of the identity coset which is a divergent orbit. Slightly less trivial
is the example of an A-orbit of a point




0

0

 
 

x P 0
0




where essentially the action of A degenerates to a rank-one action (one direction
in A acts in a trivial way sending every point to the cusp). The following example
due to Shapira [S2] of elements in SLp3, Rq{ SLp3, Zq shows even this is not the only
obstacle to A.x being dense: Consider for any α P R the point


1
pα  0
0



0
1
0

α
α .
1

The A-orbit of pα is certainly not A-periodic, but


A.pα



0



 A.pα Y 0  0
 0 








0

0

Y 0  
0  


;

see [LS] for details. Note the analogy to the possible behaviour allowed in Conjecture 5. Related examples of orbits of higher rank diagonal groups exhibiting this
phenomena where given earlier by Macourant [M8], though not for a maximal diagonal group; another very interesting class of examples is investigated by Tomanov
in [T3].
For x  rg s P SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq, set
α1 pxq 



}gn}
nPZ r0
inf
d

1
.

The following conjecture seems to us plausible:

Conjecture 6. Let d ¥ 3, and let x P SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq be such that
(3.1)

lim

P

a A

p

log α1 pa.xq
log }a}

q{ p

q

 0.
p

q{ PGLpd, Zq; while the un-

12We implicitly identify between SL d, R SL d, Z and PGL d, R
derlying algebraic groups are different, the quotients are isomorphic.
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Then A.x  L.x for A ¤ L ¤ SLpd, Zq and moreover L.x is a periodic L-orbit (i.e.
has finite volume).
As explained to us by Breuillard and Nicolas de Saxce [BdS], the Strong Subspace
Theorem of Schmidt [S1, §VI.3] implies that if g P SLpd, Qq then (3.1) holds for rg s
unless g is in a proper Q-parabolic subgroup of SLpd, Rq. In particular we conjecture
that if g P SLpd, Qq, not contained in any proper Q-parabolic subgroup of SLpd, Rq,
then A.rg s is homogeneous.
Despite these difficulties, there are some positive results (not only conjectures)
about orbit closures in this case. The first result in this direction is arguably Cassels
and Swinnerton-Dyer result from their farsighted paper [CSD] that we already
mentioned. In this paper, Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer prove that for the full
diagonal group in A SLpd, Rq, every A-orbit A.x that is itself non-periodic, but so
that its closure A.X contains a periodic A-orbit, is unbounded. This allowed them
to prove that Littlewood’s conjecture (Conjecture 2) follows from Conjecture 1.
Using Ratner’s Orbit Closure Theorem, Barak Weiss and the author were able
to strengthen this as follows:
Theorem 3.4 (Weiss and L. [LW2]). Let A.x be an orbits of the full diagonal group
A in SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq suppose that A.x  A.x0 with A.x0 periodic. Then A.x is
a periodic orbit of some group L with A ¤ L ¤ SLpd, Rq.
An analogous result to Theorem 3.4 for SLp2, Qp q  SLp2, Qq q{Γ for Γ an irreducible lattice arising from a quaternion division algebra was established earlier by
Mozes [M9]; Mozes work is completely self-contained. Theorem 3.4 was extended
to inner forms of SLpdq (i.e. lattices arising from central simple algebras over Q)
by Tomanov in [T1].
?
We already noted that deciding e.g. if for α  3 2
"

et



1
0

et

α
1



*

:t¥0

is bounded in G{Γ  SLp2, Rq{ SLp2, Zq is a notoriously difficult question. Indeed,
despite the fact that it is conjectured that for any irrational algebraic number α
of degree ¥ 3 the orbit above should be unbounded, not a single example of such
an α is known. For higher rank, e.g. for SLp3, Rq{ SLp3, Zq, one can at least give
examples of explicit A-orbits of algebraic points that are dense. Indeed, Shapira
and the author show in [S2] and [LS] that if α, β are such that 1, α, β span over Q
a number field of degree 3 over Q then


1 0
A. 0 1
0 0



α
β 
1

 SLp3, Rq{ SLp3, Zq,

This is related to another old result of Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer, that showed
in [CSD] that Littlewood’s Conjecture (Conjecture 2) holds for such α, β.
The strongest result to-date regarding Conjecture 1 for general points is due
to Einsiedler, Katok, and the author [EKL] where using the classification of Ainvariant measures of positive entropy on SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq which we obtained in
that paper it was shown that for d ¥ 3
dimH tx P SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq : A.x is boundedu  d  1
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which implies that transverse to the flow direction (i.e. to A) the set of x with a
bounded A-orbit has zero Hausdorff dimension. Conjecturally, of course, this set is
supposed to be a countable union of periodic A-orbits.
Finally we mention that Tomanov and Weiss [TW] classified all closed A-orbits in
SLpn, Rq{ SLpn, Zq and more generally maximally split tori in arithmetic quotients,
showing that an A-orbit A.rg s is closed if and only if there is a R-split maximal
Q-torus T SLpnq so that A.rg s  g rTpRqs. Their work builds upon the result of
Margulis classifying all divergent A-orbits in SLpn, Rq{ SLpn, Zq (such orbits correspond to Q-split maximal Q-tori). This has the striking consequence that if F is a
product of n linearly independent linear forms in n-variables then F pZn q is discrete
iff F is proportional to an integral form [T2].
We now turn our attention to the question whether an analogue to the theorem
of Mozes and Shah (Theorem 3.2) holds for higher rank diagonal groups, where
it seems the answer is mostly negative (but see §4 for some significant positive
results!)
For example, there are explicit examples of sequences of A-periodic orbits A.xi
in SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq for A the pd  1q-dimensional diagonal group in SLpd, Rq so
that the corresponding measures mA.xi on SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq have escape of mass:
there is a 0 ¤ c 1 so that for any compact K for all  ¡ 0 and all large enough
i we have that µA.xi pK q
c , and it is even possible to give such examples
with c  0. Examples of A-periodic trajectories with escape of mass were noted
in [ELMV1] (following a suggestion by Sarnak), with more elaborate examples (in
particular with c  0) given by Shapira [S3] and David and Shapira [DS1]; implicitly
these examples feature already in old work of Cassels [C1]. Escape of mass can also
occur for a sequence of periodic measures for unipotent groups, or more generally
a sequence of periodic measures that can arise as ergodic measures for unipotent
groups, but only if the support of these measures, in its entirety, escape to infinity,
i.e. if we denote the sequence of measures by µi then for every compact set K  G{Γ
for every i large enough, K X supp µi  H. For the periodic A-orbits considered
above there is a fixed set K  SLpd, Rq{ SLpd, Zq intersecting every one of them,
indeed intersecting every A-orbit whether periodic or not.
Furthermore, assuming the equidistribution results of [ELMV2] hold in a quantitative way with polynomial error rates (which they surely should!), one can construct sequences of A-periodic orbits A.xi in SLp3, Rq{ SLp3, Zq with volumes Ñ 8
which converge weak to a probability measure that gives positive mass to periodic
orbit A.y distinct from all the A.xi .
We end this section with a conjecture analogous to Conjecture 5.
Conjecture 7. Let G be an algebraic group over Q, S a finite set of places for Q
containing 8, and G{Γ a corresponding S-arithmetic quotient saturated by unipotents (cf. Definition 1.6). Let A
G be a±closed subgroup consisting of elements
of class-A so that the projection of A to vPS pG{HqpQv q for any proper normal
Q-subgroup H C G is of higher rank. Then for any x P G{Γ either A.x is dense in
G{Γ or there are finitely many proper Q-subgroups Li G and gi P G{Γ such that
A.x  A.x Y

¤
i

gi rLi pRqs.
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4. Applications regarding integer points and Q-tori
The study of integer points on varieties is arguably the most basic problem in
number theory. It seems at first sight rather surprising that the rigidity results for
diagonalizable groups listed above could be relevant for such a problem. Fortunately
they are, and perhaps a good point to start the discussion of this topic is by going
back to the remarkable work of Linnik on the distribution of integer solutions to
ternary quadratic equations, work which is presented in his book with the apt title
“Ergodic properties of number fields” [L4], but in fact Linnik’s farsighted work in
this direction started even earlier in the late 1930s.
4.1. Linnik’s ergodic method for studying ternary quadratic forms using a one-parameter diagonalizable action. Linnik considered several related
problems: local to global results regarding which integers can be represented by an
integer quadratic form in three?variables, the distribution of integer points on a two
dimensional sphere of radius m for m  0, 4, 7 mod 8, as well as the analogous
problem regarding distribution of integer points on one and two sheeted hyperboloids in 3-space.
Consider in particular the distribution of integer points on the hyperboloid
(

 pa, b, cq : b2  4ac  d
where d is an integer. Let Vd pZq denote the integer points on Vd ; these correspond
to integral quadratic forms ax2 bxy cy 2 of discriminant d  b2  4ac, and let
Vd pZq  Vd pZq the set of primitive points (i.e. triplets pa, b, cq with no nontrivial
common denominator). Note that for Vd pZq to be nonempty, d has to be  0, 1
pmod 4q. The discriminant d is said to be a fundamental discriminant if Vd pZq 
Vd pZq, i.e. if either d is square-free and  1 pmod 4q or d  4m with m square-free
satisfying m  2 or 3 pmod 4q. The action of GLp2q on binary quadratic forms
gives us a natural action of GLp2, Zq on Vd pZq for every integer d. It is classical
that Vd pZq consists of finitely many GLp2, Zq-orbits; indeed it is one of Gauss’
Vd

remarkable discoveries that for a given d one can define a natural commutative
group law (which in this survey we denote by d) on Vd pZq{ GLp2, Zq; one way to
characterise this group law is that if rq1 s d rq2 s  rq3 s with qi P Vd pZq there are
bilinear integral forms α, β so that
(4.1)

q1 pn, mqq2 pl, sq  q3 pαpn, m; l, sq, β pn, m; l, sqq;

cf. [C3, §1.3]. As the identity in this group we take the GLp2, Zq-coset rqe s of
qe  x2  d1 y 2 if d  4d1 or qe  x2 xy  pd  1q{4y 2 if d  1 pmod 4q. For
example, if d  4d1 equation (4.1) applied to the triple rqe s d rqe s  rqe s is given
explicitly by

pn2  d1 m2 qpl2  d1 s2 q  pnl

d1 msq2  d1 pns

mlq2 .

The following natural problem is a special case of an important class of counting
questions raised by Linnik:

1{2

Question 4.1. Let di Ñ 8. Let Ṽdi be the sets di Vdi pZq  V1 . How are the
points in these sets distributed? Let m1 denote the unique (up to scalar) SLp2, Rqinvariant measure on V1 . Do the points in Ṽdi equidistribute, in the sense that for
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 V1 (e.g. bounded open sets with m1 -null boundary)
#pṼd X E1 q
m1 pE1 q
Ñm
?
#pṼd X E2 q
1 pE2 q
1{2 V  pZq  V . Do the points in Ṽ
Similarly, let di Ñ 8, and let Ṽd  |di |
1
d
d

any nice subsets E1 , E2

i

i

become equidistributed in V1 ?

i

i

i

The answer to the question is YES, for any di Ñ 8. This was proved by
Duke [D3] (building upon work of Iwaniec [I]), at least when di is a sequence of
fundamental discriminants (which is, as implied by the name, the most fundamental
[and hardest] case). Duke’s proof is quantitative, and relies on estimates of Fourier
coefficients of half integral weight Maass forms. Under an additional congruence
condition on the sequence di , namely that there
is some fixed prime p so that di are

quadratic residues mod p for all i (i.e. dpi  1), this equidistribution result was
proved much earlier by Linnik and Skubenko [L4, S4]. In fact if di Ñ 8 a variant
of Linnik’s argument can be used to establish equidistribution with no (additional)
side condition, as was shown by Einsiedler, Michel, Venkatesh and the author in
[ELMV3].
Set G  PGLp2, Rq, A G the group of diagonal matrices and Γ  PGLp2, Zq.
Note that A is the stabilizer13 of the quadratic form q  xy, and using this we
can view V1 as Az PGLp2, Rq. The above equidistribution question regarding Ṽdi ,
di ¡ 0, which we recall is a finite union of Γ-orbits in V1  AzG, can be recast as a
question regarding equidistribution of finite collections of closed A-orbits in G{Γ as
2
2
follows. Consider
? a quadratic form qpx, yq  ax bxy cy  apx  ξ1 yqpx  ξ2 yq

b d
with ξ1,2  2a . We associates to q the A-orbit A.pa,b,c in G where
pa,b,c :



a
a

b ?d
2
b?d ,
2

and where as before A is the (one parameter) diagonal subgroup of G. Clearly
if γ P Γ the A-orbit corresponding to q  γ will be A.pa,b,c γ and vice versa: if
A.pa,b,c  A.pa ,b ,c γ for pa, b, cq, pa1 , b1 , c1 q P Vd pZq and γ P Γ then the corresponding quadratic forms q, q 1 satisfy that q  q 1  γ.
It follows that to each PGLp2, Zq-orbit in Vd pZq there corresponds an A-orbit in
G{Γ. A standard duality argument can be used to show (at least for di that are
not perfect squares, though the case of di perfect squares can also be handled this
way) that equidistribution of the sequence of sets Ṽdi in V1  AzG in the sense of
Question 4.1 is equivalent to the equidistribution of the sequence of collections of
closed A-orbits
(
Tdi  A.pa,b,c : pa, b, cq P Vdi pZq
1

1

1

in G{Γ, i.e. that for every f, g

P C0 pG{Γq with

¸

(4.2)

P

A.p Tdi

¸

P



A.p


A.p

f
g





g dm  0

Ñ G{Γ g dm

f dm

{

.

G Γ

A.p Tdi

p

q

13Technically we are being slightly imprecise here, as PGL 2, R acts only on proportionality
classes of quadratic forms.
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Note that we present the equidistribution in the above form to allow for sequences
di that contain perfect squares, as in that case the A-orbits A.pa,b,c are divergent.
For di a sequence avoiding perfect squares one can take g  1 instead.
We give two more ways to look at the points Vd pZq{ GLp2, Zq which will be
important for us later.

I. The cosets trpa,b,c sΓ : pa, b, cq P Vd pZqu?correspond in an obvious way to the
Z-modules p̄a,b,c spanned by a and b 2 d which (for d not a perfect square)
are in fact ideals in the order Od of discriminant
d (for fundamental dis?
criminants, Od is the ring of integers in Qp dq; if d  f 2 d1 with d1 fundamental Od is a subring of Od containing the identity of index f in Od ).
For pa, b, cq, pa1 , b1 , c1 q P Vd pZq we have that rpa ,b ,c sΓ P A.rpa,b,c sΓ if and
only if the ideals pa ,b ,c and pa,b,c are in the same ideal class, i.e. for some
?
k P Qp dq we have that pkOd q  pa ,b ,c  pa,b,c . An observation that can
be attributed essentially to Dirichlet is that the Gauss composition law on
GLp2, Zq-cosets in Vd pZq is the same group law as the group law in the ideal
class group clpOd q of the order Od .
1
II. For any positive d P Z, and pa, b, cq P Vd pZq, the group p
a,b,c Apa,b,c is the
group of R-points of a Q-torus Ta,b,c
PGLp2q. Moreover, it is not hard
to see that Ta,b,c is Q-split iff d is a perfect square. It follows that the
orbit A.rpa,b,c s is a closed A-orbit in G{Γ, and this A-orbit A.rpa,b,c s is a
periodic A-orbit if d is not a perfect square and divergent otherwise. The
tori Ta,b,c are conjugate to each other in PGLp2q over Q but not over Z: for
pa, b, cq, pa1 , b1 , c1 q P Vd pZq the tori Ta,b,c and Ta ,b ,c are conjugate to each
other over Z if and only if pa ,b ,c P pa,b,c Γ.
These collections Td of A-orbits in G{Γ can be described very succinctly
in the language of the adeles. Let A denotes the adele ring of Q, and let
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

π : PGLp2, Aq{ PGLp2, Qq Ñ PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq  G{Γ

be the natural projection, which takes the coset rpg, g2 , g3 , . . . qsPGLp2,Qq of an
element pg, g2 , g3 , . . . q P PGLp2, Aq with g P PGLp2, Rq and gp P PGLp2, Zp q
for every (finite) prime p to the coset rg sΓ in G{Γ. Then for any pa, b, cq P
Vd pZq

 pa,b,c πprTa,b,c pAqsq ;
since this is valid for any choice of pa, b, cq we may as well take the explicit
choice of pa, b, cq  p1, 0, d{4q (for 4|d) or pa, b, cq  p1, 1, pd  1q{4q (for
d  1 pmod 4q).
"
*
cos θ sin θ
Up to minor changes — replacing A with the compact group K 
 sin θ cos θ

a a
b{2 — the correspondences described in I and II
and taking pa,b,c to be
0
|d|{2
Td

above hold also for d negative. Of course, A and K are quite different R-groups,
with K being R-anisotropic and compact while A is R-split.
From the remainder of this subsection we restrict our attention to di ¡ 0 not
perfect squares (i.e. Ta,b,c Q-anisotropic); for a discussion of the isotropic case see
[OS, DS2, SZ]. As explained in [ELMV3], in modern terminology Linnik’s approach
can be interpreted as the following 3-step strategy:
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A. Let µi be the probability measure given by
¸

µi pf q 

P

A.p Tdi

¸

P



A.p


A.p

f
1

A.p Tdi

One needs to establish that this sequence of measures is tight, i.e. that for every
δ ¡ 0 there is a compact Xδ  G{Γ so that µi pXδ q ¡ 1  δ for all i. Linnik
establishes this via analytic number theory, in a way that is closely related to a
key step in [ELMV2] which we discuss below, but this can also be established
using purely ergodic theoretic means (cf. [ELMV3]).
B. Then Linnik proves an upper bound on the measure of small tubes transverse
1{4
to the A action of radius r ¥ di , on average:


(4.3)
Xδ

µi pB pr, 1, xqq dµi pxq !δ, r2 di

¡ 0, Xδ "
as above, and
 t
1 s
e
1
B pr, 1, x q 
0 1

for , δ



et

1
s1

 
0
.x1 : |s| , s1 
1

r, |t|

*

1 .

An important point here is that the di term in the right hand side implies
c
that this estimate is meaningful only for r ¡ d
i , hence for each i we obtain
information regarding the distribution of µi at a different scale.
The estimate (4.3), which Linnik called the Basic Lemma, is key to the whole
approach. note that the exponent 2 in the right inside of (4.3) is sharp. It is
a deep bound, that relies on results of Siegel and Venkov on quadratic forms,
and is closely related to the Siegel Mass Formula (cf. [ELMV3, Appendix A]
for a self-contained treatment).
C. Now somehow one needs to upgrade the sharp non-concentration (on average) estimate (4.3) to an equidistribution statement: to both lower and upper
bounds on the measure of fixed sized subsets of G{Γ. One way to proceed,
explained in [ELMV3] is as follows: by passing to a subsequence if necessary,
and in view of the tightness of the sequence of measures µi discussed in step A,
we can assume that µi converges to some A-invariant measure µ as i Ñ 8 in
the weak -topology. The action of A on G{Γ is a prime example of a rank-one
diagonalizable group actions, one which does not satisfy the type of rigidity
provided by Theorem 2.5 of the other measure classification theorems discussed
in §2.2. Because there are so many A-invariant measures in G{Γ it is in general
a very hard to prove that a limiting measure obtained from a number theoretic
construction will be the uniform measure (cf. the discussion at the beginning
of §3.2). However the fact that the estimate (4.3) is sharp rescues us, as (4.3)
together with the subadditivity of entropy allows us to deduce that the entropy
of µ with respect to the action of at P A is maximal, and on G{Γ there is a
unique measure of maximal entropy.
Linnik and Skubenko did not quite follow the method outlined in step C. To
begin with, they consider the dynamics not for the diagonal subgroup in PGLp2, Rq
but to a diagonal group over Qp : Linnik and Skubenko assumed that for some
fixed prime p, the sequence di satisfied dpi  1, which implies that the measures
µi (as well as any limiting measure µq can be lifted to probability measures on
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PGLp2, Rq  PGLp2, Qp q{ PGLpZr1{psq that are invariant under the diagonal subgroup of PGLp2, Qp q. This p-adic dynamics is symbolic in nature, which facilitated
the analysis. Moreover they did not first pass to the limit, which allowed them to
give rates of equidistribution (even if logarithmic rather than polynomial as in the
work of Duke). A third alternative14 to step C using property τ (i.e. using spectral
gaps) was given by Ellenberg, Michel and Venkatesh in [EMV2], which gives another readable modern interpretation of the Linnik method, and in addition raises
an important joining question to which they are able to give a partial answer (see
below).
Linnik’s method is not limited to the discriminant form b2  4ac, but is applicable
to any integral ternary quadratic form, in particular to the form a2 b2 c2 , i.e.
to the distribution of integer points on the sphere. Both b2  4ac and a2 b2 c2
are quadratic forms with the nice property that any other integral form that is
equivalent to them over R and Zp for all p is in fact equivalent to them over Z.
The collection of all integral quadratic forms equivalent over R and Zp for all p
to a given quadratic form is called the genus of the quadratic form15. For general
integral quadratic forms one needs to study all forms in the genus in order to prove
equidistribution of integer points on each of the corresponding quadratic surfaces.
The form a2 b2 c2 is treated explicitly by Linnik in his book [L4] and earlier
works, and is also the case explained in [EMV2]; the case of general quadratic forms
is discussed e.g. in Linnik’s paper [L3]. See also [W2] for a nice modern exposition
by Wieser.
4.2. Going beyond Linnik — joint equidistribution using rigidity of joinings for higher-rank diagonalizable actions. In the previous section we considered how points on the one or two sheeted hyperbolic
Vd pZq 

pa, b, cq : b2  4ac  d

(

project onto the unit one or two sheeted hyperboloid V1 or V1 respectively depending on
? the sign of d, and similarly regarding projection of points on the sphere
of radius d (for notational convenience, we will use negative integers to parameterize spheres)
Sd pZq 

pa, b, c :P Z3 : a2

b2

c2

(

 d

projects to the unit sphere S. As explained in I and II on p. 19 for the special case
of the one sheeted hyperboloid (i.e. Vd pZq for d ¡ 0; cf. also the paragraph immediately afterwards regarding the modification for d 0), these distribution problems
regarding the integer points
? Vd pZq and Sd pZq can be interpreted in terms of the
ideal class group of Qp dq or translated into questions regarding the distribution
of suitable translates of the adelic points of Q-tori Td pAq in GpAq{GpQq for G being
the Q-group PGLp2q or SOp3q in the hyperboloid and sphere cases respectively.
We will be mainly interested in the harder case of Td Q-anisotropic, i.e.
? d not a
perfect square, in which case Td will split over the quadratic extension Qp dq of Q.
In particular, the Q-torus Td will
 be split over R for d ¡ 0, i.e. for one sheeted
hyperboloids, and over Qp iff dp  1. If one wants to follow a scheme as in A–
C to prove equidistribution using dynamical ideas, particularly if one follows C to
14Some may say this is more of a development of Linnik’s original method.
15A somewhat anachronistic terminology as this genus has nothing to do with the genus of

any surface.
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construct a limiting measure µ out of a sequence di Ñ 8 and use dynamics to
study this limiting measure, one needs
 to assume either that di ¡ 0 for all i or that
there is a fixed prime p so that dpi  1 for all i.
We can strengthen our assumptions, and require
two places v, w P t8, primesu

at which the tori Tdi splits, i.e. that dvi  dwi  1 for all i; to allow also the case

d
of v or w  8 , we define 8
 signpdq. If we make this assumption we will obtain
a limiting measure µ on GpAq{GpQq (or, if we prefer, on an S-arithmetic quotient
of G for any S containing v, w, 8) that is invariant under a higher rank diagonal
group, on which we can try to apply the measure rigidity theorems presented in §2,
and in particular the joining classification theorem, Theorem 2.1.
We now describe an arithmetic consequence of the rigidity of higher rank diagonal
groups obtained in this way by Aka, Einsiedler, and Shapira [AES2]. Let d be a
negative integer. By the Three Squares Theorem of Legendre and Gauss, Sd pZq is
non-empty, iff d  1 mod 8 (recall that in our conventions, d is negative!) Consider
for any integer vector n P Sdi pZq the lattice in the plane orthogonal to n (with
respect to the standard inner product on R3 )
Λn

(



x P Z3 : x  n  0 .

Let v1 , v2 be generators of Λn (considered as an additive group); then v1 , v2 give
2
rise to a positive definite binary quadratic form q px, y q  }xv1 yv2 } . The integer
quadratic form q will have (negative) discriminant 4d (we leave this as an exercise
to the reader. . . ), and given n the form q is well defined up to the action of GLp2, Zq
on V4d pZq. To be slightly more precise, n gives an orientation on the plane nK , so if
we chose v1 , v2 to be a basis with positive orientation the form q is well defined up
to the action of SLp2, Zq. Thus we get a map α : Sd pZq Ñ V4d pZq{ SLp2, Zq. This
map is neither injective nor onto, but is close to being both — up to a bounded
integer factor, both the kernel and co-kernel of this map is of size 2r1 , where r
is the number of distinct primes dividing d (this is already less obvious, but was
understood already by Gauss). Let mY denote the SLp2, Rq-invariant measure on
Y  V1 { SLp2, Zq and mS the uniform measure on the unit sphere S (both normalized to be probability measures). We remark that Y can naturally be identified
with H{ PSLp2, Zq, with H the hyperbolic plane. The map α is close enough to
being
 1-1 that e.g. if one assumes that di Ñ 8 with di  1 mod 8 squarefree and
di
 1 for some fixed prime p then it follows e.g. using Linnik’s methods that
p
the projections of tαpnq : n P Sdi pZqu to Y becomes equidistributed with respect to
mY . Recall also that Linnik showed under these conditions that the collection of
points Sdi pZq projected to the unit sphere S, become equidistributed with respect
to mS . Using Theorem 2.1, Aka, Einsiedler and Shapira where able to upgrade
these two statements to a joint equidistribution statement:
Theorem 4.2 (Aka, Einsiedler and Shapira [AES2]). Let p, q be two distinct finite
primes,
and di Ñ 8 a sequence of square free negative integers  1 mod 8 so that

di
di

 1 for all i. Then the projection of the sets
p
q

tpn, αpnqq : n P Sd u  Sd pZq  pV4d pZq{ SLp2, Zqq
to S  Y becomes equidistributed with respect to the measure mS  mY
as i Ñ 8.
i

i

i

on this space
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 S and F  Y
)
1{2 n P E and |4d |1{2 αpNq P F
# n P Sd pZq : |di |
i
Ñ mS pE q  mY pF q.
#Sd pZq
Unlike the individual equidistribution on S and V1 { SLp2, Zq which can also

In other words, for any nice subsets E
!

i

i

be proved using analytic number theoretic tools (indeed, the analytic tools give
significantly sharper results), there does not seem to be a plausible approach using currently available technology to proving this joint equidistribution statement
using the techniques of analytic number theory or automorphic forms. For more
information in this direction we refer the reader to [AES1, Appendix] by Ruixiang
Zhang16.
Theorem 4.2 turns out to be closely related to the following equidistribution
result stated in terms of the class group:
Theorem 4.3. Let di Ñ 8 be a sequence of negative
 integers  0 or 1 mod 4
so that there are two primes p, q for which dpi  dqi  1 for all i. Identifying
as before elements of Vdi pZq with primitive integral quadratic forms, we fix for
every i an arbitrary integral form qi P Vdi pZq, and define a collection of points

p2q  pV pZq{ GLp2, Zqq2 by
di
p2q,qi  prqs, rq s d rqs d rqsq : q P V  pZq( .
(4.4)
Ṽ
Ṽdi

i

di

di

2

Then the projection of these collections to Y become equidistributed with respect to
mY  mY as i Ñ 8.
Note: We restrict ourselves to di 0 for purely aesthetic reasons, as in this case
the relation of the equidistribution statement to integer points is cleanest. In fact,
taking di Ñ 8 is even better, as then only one additional split place
 is needed,
i.e. one need only assume the existence of one prime p for which dpi  1 for all i.
Sketch of proof. For simplicity of notations, assume 4|di for all i (the modification
to di  1 pmod 4q poses no additional difficulties). Let qe  x2  d4i y 2 , and let Ti
be the corresponding adelic torus as in p. 19, II (adapted for d 0). Concretely,
we can take Ti to be the stabilizer of the proportionality class of qe in PGLp2, Rq.
The Q-torus Ti is anisotropic over Q and even over R, but by our assumption on
di
and dqi will be split over Qp and Qq . Let G  PGLp2, Rq, Γ  PGLp2, Zq,
p
K
± the maximal compact subgroup of PGLp2, Zq as in p. 19, S  t8, p, q u, GS 
v PS PGLpQv q, ΓS  PGLpZr1{pq sq, diagonally embedded in GS .
1{2 V  pZq  V . Consider the natural projections π , π as in
Let Ṽdi  |di |
1
S
Y
di
the diagram below
S
GpAq{pQq ÝÝÑ
GS {ΓS

π

ÝπÝÑ K zG{Γ  Y,
Y

and let π  πY  πS . We denote by π 1 , πY1 the unnormalized form of π and πY , i.e.
the corresponding maps to Vd { GLp2, Zq. For suitable choice of gi P PGLp2, Aq we
have that
π pgi rTi pAqsq  Ṽdi { GLp2, Zq
16[AES1] is the arXiv version of [AES2].
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and that πS pgi Ti pAqq is invariant under the diagonal group A1 PGLp2, Qp q and
A2 PGLp2, Qq q. In particular, there is a ti P Ti pAq so that π pgi rti sq is the point
in Y that corresponds to the GLp2, Zq-coset of qi .
Reconciling the two points of view on the set Vd pZq given in I and II on p. 19,
one verifies that

p2q,qi

Ṽdi
is equal to

 prqs, rqi s d rqs d rqsq : q P Vd pZq

(

i

(

p2q,qi

in particular Ṽdi
subset

pπ1 pgi rtsq, π1 pgi rti  t  tsqq : t P Ti pAq ,
(
is the projection of the pa1 a2 , a21 a22 q : a1 P A1 , a2 P A2 -invariant
(

pπS pgi rtsq, πS pgi rti t2 sqq : t P Ti pAq ¤ pGS {ΓS q2

to pVd { GLp2, Zqq2 .
p2q,q
The projection of the first coordinate in Ṽdi i to Y equidistributes by the
work
[L4] or by Duke [D3] (since we already assumed two split places —
 of Linnik

di
di


1
for all i — we may as well use Linnik who needs only one). The
p
q

p2q,q

second coordinate in Ṽdi i does not run over all of Vdi pZq{ GLp2, Zq but rather
over a sub-collection, say Vdsecond
of index equal to the 2-torsion in the class group
i
clpOdi q of Odi .
Fortunately, already Gauss understood the 2-torsion in the class group of quadratic fields (remarkably, even today we do not understand 2-torsion of the class
group in fields of higher degree!), and its size is nicely controlled by the number of

divisors of di ; in particular has size ! |di | for all  ¡ 0 (by a theorem of Siegel the
1{2
size of clpOdi q is (noneffectively) " |di |
for all ).
To prove the equidistribution of Vdsecond
,
one
can either quote a result of Harcos
i
and Michel [HM] that can be viewed as an extension of Duke’s(work, or use ergodic
theory: Vdsecond
is the projection of a a21 a22 : a1 P A1 , a2 P A2 -invariant subset of
i
GS {ΓS that can be treated using Linnik’s method as the analogue of (4.3) will
holds also for Vdsecond
. For more details17, we refer the reader to [AES2, §4].
i

p2q,q

Once the equidistribution of each component of Ṽdi i separately has been
proved, Theorem 2.1 takes care of the rest. A key point is that there is no nontrivial
(
algebraic joining in pGS {ΓS q2 invariant under pa1 a2 , a21 a22 q : a1 P A1 , a2 P A2 . 

It is a folklore conjecture that for any integer k, the k-torsion in clpOd q is ! |d|
as |d| Ñ 8 (see e.g. [EV]). Assuming this conjecture the method of Theorem 4.3
would give that for any
 k, any sequence of negative integers di Ñ 8 with di 
0 or 1 mod 4 and dpi  dqi  1 for two fixed primes p,q, and any choice of
qi,1 , qi,2 , . . . qi,k P Vdi pZq we have that the projection of


(

prqi,1 s d rqs, rqi,2 s d rqsd2 , . . . , rqi,k s d rqsdk q : q P Vd pZq
i

to Y k becomes equidistributed.
Consider now another collection of points in pVdi { GLp2, Zqq2 :

 prqs, rqi s d rqs : q P Vd pZq
depending on the discriminant di as well as qi P Vd pZq.

(4.5)

i
Ṽdjoin,q
i

(

i

i

17At least for the case of fundamental discriminants, though the general case is not more
complicated.
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It would seem to be a simpler collection to study than the “non-linear” collection
p2q,q
Ṽdi i defined by (4.4), if only because the equidistribution of each of the two
projections to Y follows literally from Duke’s theorem. However, this intuition
i
turns out to be misguided: studying the distribution of the collections Ṽdjoin,q
i

p2q,q

turns out to be substantially subtler than that of the collection Ṽdi i for a simple
reason: after passing to a limit, there are nontrivial joinings that need to be
ruled out. And indeed, without further assumptions the projections of collection of
i
points Ṽdjoin,q
to Y  Y need not equidistribute. For instance, if one takes qi to be
i
x2 pdi {4qy 2 or x2 xy  pdi41q y 2 (so that rqi s is the identity for Gauss’ group law
on Vdi pZq{ GLp2, Zq) the projection of this collection of points to Y 2 is supported
on the diagonal tprv s, rv sq : v P Y u hence certainly does not equidistribute!
A similar problem holds if rqi s has small “size” Nprqi sq. To define Np q we use the
correspondence in I on p. 19 between elements of Ṽdi pZq{ GLp2, Zq and elements of
the ideal class group clpOdi q. If I C Odi is the ideal corresponding to the quadratic
form q P Ṽdi pZq{ GLp2, Zq we define
Nprq sq  min tNpJ q : J C Odi , J

 Iu .

If we consider a sequence di Ñ 8 and qi P Vdi pZq with Nprqi sq bounded (say less
i
than N ), for similar reasons the collections Ṽdjoin,q
will be restricted to a subset of
i
Y Y of dimension dim Y  2: the union of the graphs of the Hecke correspondences
on Y  Y of order ¤ N .
Michel and Venkatesh conjectured this is the only obstruction:
Conjecture 8 (Michel and Venkatesh [MV1, Conj. 2]). let di Ñ 8 along the
sequence of fundamental discriminants. For each i, let qi P Vdi pZq, and assume that
i
Nprqi sq Ñ 8. Then the projection of the collection Ṽdjoin,q
to Y  Y equidistribute
i
as i Ñ 8.
We recall that for d 0 (ineffectively) the size of clpOd q, which as we have seen
1{2 op1q
can be identified with Vd pZq{ GLp2, Zq, is |d|
. The number of ideal classes
rI s in clpOd q with NprI sq N can be easily seen to be ! N 1 op1q . Moreover, by
a simple application of Minkowski’s theorem, one can see that for any ideal class
rI s P clpOd q one has NprI sq ! |d|1{2 (except for the lower bound on the size of
clpOd q, all of these bounds are elementary and effective).
In [EMV2], Ellenberg, Michel and Venkatesh prove Conjecture 8 for di Ñ 8
and qi P Vd pZq{ GLp2, Zq with Nprqi sq Ñ 8 assuming one split prime as long as
1{2
Nprqi sq |di |
for some fixed  ¡ 0. Essentially, their proof employed a variant
of Linnik’s method with a rather quantitative variant of Step C on p. 20, that
gave first an equidistribution statement for the projection of an appropriate shift
of the adelic torus gi rTi pAqs (notations as in the proof of Theorem 4.3) to the
quotient PGLp2, Rq{Γi with Γi
PGLp2, Zq an appropriate congruence subgroup
with rΓi : PGLp2, Zqs Ñ 8. This equidistribution of a single orbit in a homogeneous
space of increasing volume can then can be coupled with the equidistribution of the
natural embedding
PGLp2, Rq{Γi

Ñ pPGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zqq2

ã
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as the uniform measure on a closed orbit18 of a diagonally embedded PGLp2, Rq ãÑ
PGLp2, Rq2 to the uniform measure on the product space.
Assuming two split primes, Khayutin has been able to (essentially) prove Conjecture 8 using a combination of ergodic and analytic tools, in particular Theorem 2.1:

Theorem 4.4 (Khayutin [K2, Thm. 1.3]). Let di Ñ 8 be a sequence
 of funda
mental discriminants so that there are two primes p, q for which dpi  dqi  1
for all i, and let qi P Vdi pZq satisfy Nprqi sq Ñ 8. Assume furthermore that the
?
Dedekind ζ-function of the fields Qp di q have no exceptional Landau-Siegel zero.
i
Then the projection of the collection Ṽdjoin,q
to Y  Y equidistribute as i Ñ 8.
i
It is very widely believed that Landau-Siegel zeros do no exist, as this is a very
special, albeit important, case of the Riemann Hypothesis for Dedekind ζ-functions.
Moreover, even if these notorious Landau-Siegel zeros were to exist, they would have
to be exceedingly rare: by a theorem of Landau (cf. [IK, Thm. 5.28], for any A ¡ 1
and D large there will be at most one fundamental
? discriminant d between D and
DA for which the Dedekind ζ-function of Qp dq has such a zero.
Theorem 2.1 allows one to deduce from Theorem 4.4 the following seemingly
much more general theorem:

Theorem 4.5 (Khayutin [K2, Thm. 3.9]). Fix k P N. Let di Ñ 8 be a sequence

of fundamental discriminants so that there are two primes p, q for which dpi 

di
 1 for all i, and let qi,1 , . . . , qi,k P Vdi pZq so that for any 1 ¤ j ` ¤ k
q
we have that Nprqi,j s d rq?i,` s1 q Ñ 8. Assume furthermore that the Dedekind ζfunction of the fields Qp di q have no exceptional Landau-Siegel zero. Then the
projection of the collections

prqi,1 s d rqs, . . . , rqi,k s d rqs : q P Vd pZq
to Y k equidistribute as i Ñ 8.

(

i

We end this rather long subsection with a striking equidistribution result by Aka,
Einsiedler, and Wieser on the space gr2,4 pRq  Y 4 where gr2,4 pRq is the projective
variety (known as the Grassmanian) of two-dimensional subspaces of a four dimensional space over R, arising due to the “accidental” local isomorphism between
SOp4q and SUp2q  SUp2q (or equivalently SOp3q  SOp3q).
Consider now the quaternary19 integer quadratic form Qpx, y, z, wq  x2 y 2
2
z
w2 , and consider all the binary integral quadratic forms q of discriminant d
that can be 
represented
by Q, i.e. so that there is a 4  2 integer matrix M so that

x
q px, y q  Q M
. Necessarily these binary quadratic forms will be positive
y
definite, hence d 0. It is a classical theorem that there are such binary quadratic
forms iff d  0, 7, 12, 15 mod 16. The image of M is a rational subspace L R4 of
dimension two, hence in particular gives us a point in gr2,4 . The space perpendicular
to L also intersects the lattice Z4 in a lattice, hence after choosing (arbitrarily) a
basis for LK X Z4 we obtain another binary quadratic forms that can be shown to
have also discriminant d. Thus we obtain for any d 0, d  0, 7, 12, 15 mod 16 a
collection of triplets of points in gr2,4 pVd pZq{ GLp2, Zqq2 , that we can project to
gr2,4 Y 2 . For each choice of a binary form q represented by Q, Aka, Einsiedler,
18In fact, the graph of a Hecke correspondence.
19I.e. of 4 variables.
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and Wieser magically pull two more rabbits (actually, only points of Y ) out of the
hat using the Klein map, that assigns to any L P gr2,4 a point in pS  Sq{t1u,
with the 1 acts by scalar multiplication on both factors. Identifying R4 with
the Hamilton quaternions tx iy jz ijw : x, y, z, w P Ru, where i2  j 2  1,
ij  ji. Pick two linearly independent vectors v, w P L, and define
a  vw  tracepvwq

a1

 wv  tracepwvq.

a, a1 are two traceless quaternions, hence lie in a three-dimensional space, and have
the same norm. After rescaling, they define a point in pS  Sq{t1u that turns out
to be independent of the choice of generators v, w. If we chose v, w to be generators
of L X Z4 , then a, a1 will be integral and Qpaq  Qpa1 q will be equal to |d|. The
vectors a and a1 give a continuous parameterization of L, so considering the joint
distribution in the limit of the rescaled collections of triplets consisting of
a binary integral quadratic form q of discriminant d represented by Q,
the corresponding L P gr2,4 , and
the quadratic form induced on LK

already implicitly describes also the distribution of a, a1 . However, these are integral
vectors in a three-dimensional space, and the quadratic form induced by choosing
generators of the lattices perpendicular to a and a1 in this space gives as the desired
two additional points of Y .
Theorem 4.6 (Aka, Einsiedler,Wieser [AEW]).
 Let di Ñ 8 along the sequence
di
di

 1 for two odd primes p, q. Then
p
q
4
the collections of fivetuples in gr2,4 Y defined above become equidistributed as
i Ñ 8 with respect to the SOp4, Rq  PGLp2, Rq4 -invariant measure on this space.

d  0, 7, 12, 15 mod 16 and so that

In a similar way to how Theorem 4.3 relates to Theorem 4.2, Theorem 4.6 is
related to the distribution of the 6-tuples
!

prqs, rq1 s, rqi,1 s d rqs d rq1 s, rqi,2 s d rqs d rq1 s1 , rqi,3 s d rqs2 , rqi,4 s d rq1 s2 q :
)
q P Vd pZq ,
with qi,1 , . . . , qi,4 P Vd pZq arbitrary, in Y 6 . We refer the reader to [AEW, §7] for
i

i

more details. Similarly to Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.2, the joining theorem,
Theorem 2.1, is a key ingredient.

4.3. Linnik’s problem in PGLp3q and beyond. Equidistribution of integer points
discussed in §4.1 and §4.2 are at the core questions about the distribution of adelic
points of Q-tori on arithmetic quotients of forms of PGLp2q, and their joinings. In
this section we consider the more general question of density and equidistribution
of “adelic torus subsets” — sets of the form g rTpAF qs in GpAF q{GpF q where F is
a number field, AF is the Adele ring of F and G is a reductive group over F , and
T is an anisotropic F -torus. When F  Q we write A for AQ .
Let S be a set of places for F (equivalence classes of embeddings of F in local
fields – if v is such an embedding, we denote by Fv the corresponding local field;
we implicitly assume F is dense in Fv ) containing at least one place v in which T
splits and all infinite places (embeddings
of F in R or C up to identifying conjugate
±
embeddings in C). Let G  vPS GpFv q.
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In §4.2 essential (though mostly implicit) use was made of the fact that there is
a natural projection from PGLp2, Aq{ PGLp2, Qq to PGLp2, Rq{ PGLpZq with compact fibers. At the level of generality we are discussing here the picture is slightly
more complicated: if one would like to project GpAF q{GpF q to some quotient of
G, in general one needs to take a finite number of lattices Γ1 , . . . , Γk
G with
Γi all conjugate over GpQq and all commensurable to GpOF,S q to obtain a natural
projection
(4.6)

πS : GpAF q{GpF q Ñ



i§1

G{Γi

k

analogous to the projection from PGLp2, Aq{ PGLp2, Qq to PGLp2, Rq{ PGLpZq
(cf. [PR, §5]).20 We will also use πS to denote the natural projection GpAF q Ñ G.
Since T was assumed to be F anisotropic, the orbit rTpAF qs in GpAF q{GpF q supports a TpAF q-invariant probability measure mTpAF q . The projection of g rTpAf qs
i1
±
to k G{Γi is a finite union of periodic Ag,S  πS pg q vPS TpQS qπS pg 1 q-orbits,
and if v P S is a place where T is split the uniform measure on πS pg rTpAF qsq, which
is simply the average of the periodic measure on each of the Ag,S -periodic orbits
comprising πS pg rTpAf qsq, is invariant under a nontrivial Qv -diagonalizable group.
Moreover if either the Qv -rank of TpQv q is ¥ 2, or T splits over at least one
other place v 1 P S, πS pg rTpAf qsq is invariant under a higher rank action, and one
can hope to use tools of §2 to study this set as well as the corresponding probability
measure.
As an explicit example, we show how periodic A-orbits in PGLpn, Rq{ PGLpn, Zq
fit in this framework, where A PGLpn, Rq is the full diagonal group. This corresponds to the above for S  t8u and G  PGLpnq when the shifting element is
chosen appropriately. Indeed, an A-periodic orbit A.rg8 s in PGLpn, Rq{ PGLpn, Zq
defines a R-split Q-tori in G by


1 Ag8 .
T  CG PGLpn, Zq X g8

Then
(4.7)

A.rg8 s  π pg rTpAqsq

pg  pg8 , e, e, . . . q P PGLpn, Aqq ;

equality does not always occur in (4.7) — in general, the projection π pg rTpAqsq
of the above adelic toral subset consists of a packet of several periodic A-orbits
p iq
A.rg8 s, all with the same “shape”, i.e. with the same

piq sq  !a P A : a.rgpiq s  rgpiq s) .
8
8

stabA prg8

In this context, the following seems to be a natural conjecture. Conjecture 8 can
be viewed as a special case of this conjecture.
Conjecture 9. Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group over a number field F , let
Ti
G be anisotropic F -tori, and let gi P GpAF q. Let G̃ be the simply connected
cover of G with j : G̃ Ñ G the corresponding isogeny. Then either:
(1) Any weak limit of the uniform measures on gi rTpAF qs is invariant under
j pG̃pAF qq.
20We already saw this phenomenon implicitly when discussing orthogonal groups in p. 21 —
this is precisely the reason why for general ternary definite quadratic forms we need to consider
not one quadratic form individually but the whole genus of quadratic forms locally equivalent to
it.
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that for infinitely many i,

P GpAF q and a proper Q-subgroup H
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G so

gi rTpAF qs  hi rHpAF qs.
We remark that if G is simply connected, alternative (1) above is equivalent to
gi rTpAF qs become equidistributed in GpAF q{GpF q, and in general implies that any
weak -limit of the corresponding measures is homogeneous. We also note that the
assumption that hi be bounded in alternative (2) of Conjecture 9 is equivalent to
the following: there is a finite set of places S so that for any v P S the GpFv qcomponent of hi remains bounded, and for any v R S the GpFv q-component of hi
is in GpOv q, where Ov is the maximal compact subring of Fv .
Of interest are also results not just for the full group of adelic points TpAF q but
also large subgroups. These occur naturally in particular in the context of the study
of special points on Shimura varieties: the orbit under the absolute Galois group
on a special point, considered as a Q-point in an arithmetic model of K zG{Γ, turns
out to be such a group, though it is rather difficult to put ones hand on how big
this group is — cf. e.g. Tsimerman’s paper [T4] which proves an important special
case of the André-Oort conjecture (namely, when G  SPpnq) via such an analysis.
The analogue of Conjecture 9 when Ti is not a torus, e.g. when it is a semisimple
or reductive group, is also highly interesting.21 If one assumes (implicitly or explicitly) that there is a fixed place v for which Ti pFv q contains a unipotent subgroup one
can bring to bear a deep tools on unipotent flows, in particular Ratner’s measure
classification theorem [R3] and its S-arithmetic generalizations by Ratner [R5] and
by Margulis-Tomanov [MT1], as was done by Eskin and Oh in [EO]. Indeed, under some additional assumptions, and for Ti semisimple, Einsiedler, Margulis and
Venkatesh [EMV1], and these three authors jointly with Mohammadi [EMMV],
were able to give a quantitative equidistribution statement; an exciting feature of
[EMMV] is that thanks to the quantitative nature of the proof, it is even able to
handle sequences of Q-groups Ti for which there is no place v at which all (or even
infinitely many) of these groups split. The discussion of these interesting works is
unfortunately beyond the scope of this survey.
Results towards Conjecture 9 for G  PGLpnq or inner forms of PGLpnq (see
bellow) were obtained by Einsiedler, Michel, Venkatesh and the author in [ELMV1,
ELMV2] and strengthened in certain respects by Khayutin in [K1].
When considering periodic orbits of a fixed group H on a space X, one can fix
a Haar measure on H and once this is done consistently measure the volume of all
H periodic orbits. When one allows the acting group to vary, one needs a slightly
more sophisticated notion of volume:
Definition 4.7 ([ELMV2, Def. 4.3]). Let G be a fixed group defined over a number
field F and Ω  GpAF q a fixed neighborhood of the identity. Let H
G be an
F -subgroup. We define the size 22 of an adelic shifted orbit gi rHpAF qs to be 8 if
21In general, in the context of Q-groups or more generally groups defined over a number field F ,
we will reserve T to denote an algebraic torus; we make an exception to this convention in this
paragraph in order to abuse the notations of Conjecture 9 to cover a wider context.
22In [ELMV2] we used the term “volume” of a periodic orbit to denote what we call here
“size”. We have decided to use a different terminology in this survey so we can unambiguously
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HpAF q{HpF q does not have finite HpAF q-invariant measure, and
sizepgi rHpAF qsq 

mHpAF q pHpAF q{HpF qq

mHpAF q pHpAF q X gi1 Ωgi q

.

Note that changing Ω changes the size only up to a constant factor.
Theorem 4.8 (Einsiedler, Michel, Venkatesh and L. [ELMV2]). Let G  PGLp3q,
F a number field, gi P GpAF q, and Ti G a maximal F -torus. Assume that
(1) there is a place v of F so that (i) Ti is split over Fv and (ii) Fv has no proper
closed subfield — i.e. either Fv  R or Fv  Qp for some prime p.23
(2) sizepgi rTpAF qsq Ñ 8
Then any limiting measure of the uniform distribution on gi rTpAF qs is invariant
under the image of SLp3, AF q in GpAF q. In particular, if the class number of the
integer ring in F satisfies # clpOF q  1 then the adelic torus sets gi rTpAF qs become
equidistributed in GpAF q{GpF q.
Assumption (2) in Theorem 4.8 turns out to be equivalent to assumption (2)
in Conjecture 9, as there are no proper F -subgroups of PGLp3q containing a maximal F -torus other than the torus itself, and the assumption that the volumes
sizepgi rTpAF qsq Ñ 8 rules out the adelic torus subsets gi rTpAF qs being all in
bounded translate of the image of a fixed F torus in GpAF q{GpF q.
The following is an easier to digest (weaker) form of Theorem 4.8 for F  Q
where the adeles are not explicitly mentioned:
Theorem 4.9 (Einsiedler, Michel, Venkatesh and L. [ELMV2]). Let A be the maximal diagonal group in PGLp3, Rq. Let Vi be the sequence of all possible volumes of
A-periodic orbits in PGLp3, Rq{ PGLp3, Zq with respect to the Haar measure on A.
For every i, let Ci be the collection of A-periodic orbits of A of volume exactly Vi .
Then these collections become equidistributed in PGLp3, Rq{ PGLp3, Zq as i Ñ 8.
The proof of Theorem 4.8 goes via a combination of analytic and ergodic tools:
1. Using the analytic theory of automorphic forms, specifically the subconvexity estimates of Duke, Friedlander, and Iwaniec [DFI] (or when F is a general number field, an extension by Michel and Venkatesh of these subconvex
bounds [MV2]), which incidentally are closely related to the works of Duke and
Iwaniec mentioned in §4.1, one shows that for some rather special functions
f P L2 pGpAF q{GpF qq
(4.8)

r p qs

gi Ti AF

f

Ñ 0.

Indeed, here the estimates are even quantitative.
1 , with gi,v denoting the Fv component of
2. Consider the Fv -split tori gi,v Ti pQv qgi,v
Gi , and v a place as in Theorem 4.8.(1). Without loss of generality these would
converge to some Fv -group Av . If this group contains unipotent elements we can
use Ratner’s measure classification theorem (or more precisely its S-arithmetic
extensions [R5, MT1]). Otherwise one can use (4.8), established for a certain
use “volume” to denote the volume of a periodic orbit with respect to a fixed Haar measure on
the acting group.
23Part (ii) of this assumption was omitted in [ELMV2], but is implicitly used in the proof. It
is of course automatically satisfied for F
Q.
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collection of special f , to ensure that every ergodic component of any weak -limit
of the probability measures attached to gi rTi pAF qs has to have positive entropy
with respect to the action of Av , whence one can use the measure classification
results of [EKL, EL2], e.g. Theorem 2.4, to conclude the theorem.
We note that Theorem 4.8 can be combined with the joining classification theorem Theorem 2.1 to obtain joint equidistribution statements — see [EL3, Thm. 1.8]
for a precise statement.
In [ELMV1], a purely ergodic theoretic approach was used. This approach is not
powerful enough to give a full equidistribution result, but on the other hand is significantly more flexible, and in particular gives information also about rather small
subsets of an adelic torus subset. For simplicity (and to be more compatible with
the terminology in [ELMV1]), we work over Q (instead of a general number field F )
and use the more classical language of A-periodic orbits employed in Theorem 4.9.
We also assume for notational simplicity that the place where the Q-tori we will
consider is split is 8, though the discussion below with minimum modification also
holds for tori split over Qp instead of R.
Recall the relationship given in (4.7) between periodic A-orbits and the projection under πS of appropriate shift of the adelic points of Q-tori (with πS as in (4.6)
and S  t8u): a periodic orbit A.rg s in PGLpn, Rq{ PGLpn, Zq defines a Q-torus T
and g.πS prTpAqsq is a packet of periodic A-orbits of the same volume. In addition
to the volume of a periodic A-orbit A.rg s, and its “shape” stabA prg sq, we can attach
to this orbit an order in a totally real degree n-extension of R, embedded in the
subring of (not necessarily invertible) diagonal n  n-matrices D
Mnn pRq as
follows:
(4.9)

Orgs

 tx P D : xgZn  gZn u .

The order Orgs in D is best though of as an abstract order O in a totally real
number field K with rK : Qs  n, together with an embedding τ of this order in D
(essentially this amounts to giving an ordering on the n embeddings K Ñ R). The
discriminant discpA.rg sq of the periodic orbit A.rg s is by definition the discriminant
of the order OD , i.e. (up to sign) the square of the co-volume of Orgs in D: it is an
integer, since if α1  1, α2 , . . . , αn are independent generators of Orgs
discpOrgs q  detptracepαi αj qqni,j 1 .

The relation between the volume of a periodic orbit A.rg s (which is called by number
theorists the regulator ) and the size of the adelic toral subset g̃ rTpAqs (with g̃ the
image of g in PGLpn, Aq under the obvious embedding PGLpn, Rq ãÑ PGLpn, Aq) is
rather weak. Assuming the field generated by Orgs does not contain any nontrivial
subfields24
(4.10)

logpdiscpA.rg sqqn1

! volpA.rgsq ! size pḡrTpAqsq  discpA.rgsq1{2

pq

o 1

the last “equality” being ineffective (see [ELMV1, ELMV2] for details).
Using the measure classification result in PGLpn, Rq{ PGLpn, Zq of [EKL] (a
special case of Theorem 2.4 above) and a rather crude entropy estimate the following
was proved in [ELMV1]:
24This assumption is needed only for the first inequality.
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Theorem 4.10 (Einsiedler, Michel, Venkatesh and L. [ELMV1, Thm. 1.4]). Let Ω
be a compact subset of PGLpn, Rq{ PGLpn, Zq, and A the maximal diagonal subgroup
of PGLpn, Rq for n ¥ 3. Then
# tperiodic A orbits A.rg s  Ω with discpA.rg sq ¤ Du !,Ω D .

Since the number of A-periodic orbits A.rg s with discpA.rg sq is easily seen to
be " Dc for appropriate c ¡ 0, Theorem 4.10 can be viewed as evidence to the
following conjecture, implied by Conjecture 1:
Conjecture 10. Let n ¥ 3. Any compact Ω
only finitely many A-periodic orbits.

 PGLpn, Rq{ PGLpn, Zq contains

Conjecture 10 follows from Conjecture 1 using Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer
isolation result; cf. [M5]. Note that for n  2 the analogue of Theorem 4.10 is false;
indeed, for any  there is a compact Ω  PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq so that
# tperiodic A orbits A.rg s  Ω with discpA.rg sq ¤ Du " D1 ;

cf. [ELMV1, Thm. 1.5].
The non-compactness of PGLpn, Rq{ PGLpn, Zq makes it harder to deduce a
density statement from these rigidity results; however, for cocompact inner forms
of PGLpnq, namely PGLp1, Mq with M a central division algebra of degree n over
Q, one can say more. Assume M splits at R, i.e. M b R  Mnn pRq, and let OM be
a maximal order in MpQq. Then PGLp1, M b Rq  PGLpn, Rq and PGLp1, OM q (or
any subgroup of PGLp1, M b Rq commensurable to it) can be viewed as a cocompact
lattice in PGLpn, Rq.
Let A be a maximal R-split R-torus in PGLp1, M b Rq, and let D be the abelian
subalgebra of M b R commuting with A. As in (4.9), we can define for any periodic
A-orbit A.rg s in PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q an order in a totally real number field,
and an embedding of this order to the algebra D by considering
OA.rgs

 D X gOM g1 .

While this will not be of relevance to our purposes, not all orders in totally real
field of degree n can appear in this way: indeed, an abstract orders O  OA.rgs
attached to periodic A-orbit in PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q has to satisfy the local
compatibility condition that O b Qp can be embedded in M b Qp for all prime p.
In this context, one has the following:25
Theorem 4.11 (Einsiedler, Michel, Venkatesh and L. [ELMV1, Thm. 1.6]). Let M
be a division algebras over Q of degree n so that M b R  Mnn pRq. Let OM be a
maximal order in M b Q, and let A be a maximal R-split R-torus in PGLp1, M b Rq.
Let α ¡ 0, and for any i, let Ci be a collection of (distinct) A-periodic orbits
tA.rgi,1 s, . . . , A.rgi,ki su so that
ki

¥



max discpA  rgi,j sq

α

j

and ki Ñ 8. Assume that there is no subgroup A ¤ H
PGLp1, M b Rq so that
infinitely many gi,j lie on a single H-periodic orbit in PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q.
Then the collections Ci become dense in PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q, i.e. for every
25The phrasing here is a bit stronger than that in [ELMV1]; the proof in [ELMV1] give this
slightly stronger version.
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open U  PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q we have that there is an i0 so that for i ¡ i0
there is a j P t1, . . . , ki u so that A.rgi,j s X U  H.
To prove Theorem 4.11 one uses in addition to the ingredients used in Theorem 4.10, namely Theorem 2.4 and an appropriate entropy estimate, also a variant of the orbit closure/isolation theorems of Weiss and the author [LW2] and
Tomanov [T1] (cf. Theorem
3.4). Applying Theorem 4.11 to the collections Ci 
(
A.rg s : OA.rgs  τi pOi q for Oi a sequence of maximal orders in totally real degree
n number fields one gets the following, which can also be interpreted as a theorem
about the projection of adelic toral subsets in PGLp1, M b Aq{ PGLp1, M b Qq to
PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q:
Corollary 4.12. In the notations of Theorem 4.11 let Oi be the ring of integers
in totally real fields Ki , τi embeddings of Oi ãÑ D, and let
Ci



A.rg s : OA.rgs

 τi pOi q

(

;

assume that Oi are chosen so that the collections Ci are nonempty. Assume that
there is no fixed field L of degree d|n which is a subfield of infinitely many Ki . Then
the collections Ci become dense in PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q.
In [K1], a substantially more refined entropy estimate was given. This entropy
estimates is quite interesting in its own sake, and in particular implies the following:
Theorem 4.13 (Khayutin [K1]). Let Ki be a sequence of totally real degree n
number fields and let Oi be the ring of integers Ki . Let ζ be a generator for Ki
over Q. Assume in addition that n is prime and that the Galois group of the
Galois extension of Ki acts two-transitively on the Galois conjugates of ζ. Let τi
be embeddings of Oi ãÑ D,
Ci



A.rg s : OA.rgs

 τi pOi q

(

;

and again assume that Oi are chosen so that the collections Ci are nonempty. Then
for any bounded continuous f on X  PGLp1, M b Rq{ PGLp1, OM q,


°

(4.11)

r sPCi A.rgs f
lim °
iÑ8
A.rg sPCi A.rg s 1
A. g

¥ 2pn 1 1q



f.
X

The techniques of [ELMV1] also imply an estimate of the form (4.11) but with
a much worse bound. An important technical point is that the entropy bounds in
[K1] also apply with regards to singular one parameter diagonal subgroups of A,
hence would also be useful in the context of analyzing periodic orbits of a Q-torus
that is only partially split at a given place.
We remark that if one fixes a Q-torus T and shifts it either in the real place or
in one (or several) p-adic places one also obtain interesting equidistribution results,
though they are now less related to diagonal flows and more to unipotent ones.
See the work by Eskin, Mozes and Shah [EMS1, EMS2] for the former, with a nice
application regarding counting matrices with a given characteristic polynomials in
large balls in SLpn, Rq, and [BO] by Benoist and Oh for the latter, who use these
results to study rational matrices with a given characteristic polynomial. Finally,
we mention the work of Zamojski giving counting (and equidistribution) results for
rational matrices in a given characteristic polynomial in terms of the height of these
matrices [Z1]. This leads to subtler issues, where unipotent flows or equidistribution
of Hecke points do not apply. Instead, Zamojski uses measure rigidity of diagonal
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flows, building upon [ELMV2]. Notably, by fixing a Q-torus, Zamojski is able
to handle Q-tori in SLpn, Rq for a general n; the fact that the Q-torus is fixed
allows one to avoid the need to use subcovexity results, and an additional averaging
that is present in the problem studied by Zamojski allows handling intermediate
subvarieties.
5. Applications regarding quantum ergodicity
In this section, we consider applications of homogeneous dynamics, namely diagonal flows, to the study of Hecke-Maass cusp forms on H{Γ and their generalizations.
We note that by the Selberg trace formula, Hecke-Maass forms can be considered
as a dual object to the periodic A-trajectories considered in §4.1, and though I am
not aware of a dynamical result that makes use of this duality, the analogy is quite
intriguing.
Consider first the case of G  PGLp2q. Then K zGpRq{GpZq for K  PSOp2, Rq
can be identified with the modular surface26 H{ PSLp2, Zq.
To any primes p there is a correspondence — the Hecke correspondence which
we will denote by CpHecke — assigning to every x P H{ PSLp2, Zq a set of p 1-points
in this space. This correspondence can be described explicitly as follows: if x  rz s
for z P H then
(5.1)

CpHecke prz sq 

!

rpzs, rz{ps, rpz

1q{ps, . . . , rpz

)

p  1q{ps ;

while each one of the points on the right hand side depends on the choice of representative z of rz s the collection of p 1-points is well-defined. Moreover this correspondence lifts to PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq giving to each rxs P PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq
a set (also denoted by CpHecke prxsq) of p 1-points in PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq so that
if πY : PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq Ñ H{ PSLp2, Zq is the natural projection
πY CpHecke prxsq



 CpHecke pπY prxsqq.

An important property of the Hecke correspondence is its reflexivity:
(5.2)
moreover CpHecke pr
i.e.

rys P CpHecke prxsq iff rxs P CpHecke prysq.

sq is equivariant under left translations on PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq,
CpHecke ph.rxsq  h.CpHecke prxsq

which implies that on H{ PGLp2, Zq each branch of CpHecke pr
In terms of the projection (for S  t8u)

sq is a local isometry.

πS : PGLp2, Aq{ PGLp2, Qq Ñ PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq,

if ap

P PGLp2, Aq is the element equal to



p

in the Qp -component and the
1
identity in every other component then for any rxs P PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq
(5.3)

CpHecke prxsq  πS pap .πS1 prxsqq.

Phrased slightly differently, if we consider an ap orbit

trx̄s, ap .rx̄s, . . . , akp .rx̄su  PGLp2, Aq{ PGLp2, Qq
26To some, the modular curve. . .
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and project it to PGLp2, Rq{ PGLp2, Zq we will get a sequence of points rx0 s, . . . ,rxk s
with rxi s P CpHecke prxi1 sq; moreover it can be shown that this discrete trajectory
is “non-backtracking” in the sense that rxi s  rxi 2 s.
Using the Hecke correspondences CpHecke p q on H{ PSLp2, Zq we define for any
prime p a self-adjoint operator Tp , called Hecke operators, on L2 pH{ PSLp2, Zqq by

pTp f qpxq  p1{2

¸

P

pq

f py q.

y CpHecke x

It follows from the relation between the Hecke correspondences and actions of diagonal elements in PGLp2, Aq{ PGLp2, Qq (or directly from the definition of these
correspondences in (5.1)) that for every prime p, q, the operators Tp and Tq commute. Moreover, using the symmetry of the Hecke correspondences (5.2) and the
fact that each branch of CpHecke p q is a locally isometry, one sees that operators Tp
are self adjoint operators on L2 pH{ PSLp2, Zqq commuting with the Laplacian. Thus
using the well-known spectral properties of the Laplacian the discrete spectrum of
∆ in L2 pH{ PSLp2, Zqq is spanned by joint eigenfunctions of ∆ and all Hecke operators. Moreover except for finitely many of them (in fact only the constant function),
these eigenfunctions will be cusp forms, i.e. eigenfunctions of ∆ with the property
that their integral over any periodic horocycle on H{ PSLp2, Zq is zero. These joint
eigenfunctions are called Hecke-Maass cusp forms.27
A similar setup works also in cocompact quotients. Let M be a quaternionic
division algebra over R with M b R  M22 pRq. Let G  PGLp1, Mq. Then
 {Q is a
GpRq  PGLp2, Rq, and if OM is a maximal order in M then Γ  OM
28
cocompact lattice in GpRq commensurable to GpZq. Taking as before S  t8u
then by (4.6)
πS : GpAq{GpQq Ñ

k
§



PGLp2, Rq{Γi .

i 1

Indeed, maximal orders in R-split quaternion algebras have class number 1, so in
fact the image is a single quotient PGLp2, Rq{Γ, though if one takes a non-maximal
order O a disjoint union is needed (cf. [RS, §2.2] and references therein). At any
place p in which M b Qp  M22 pQp q (in particular, for all but finitely many
places) we can choose (non-canonically) an element ap as in the paragraph above
(5.3), and this allows us using (5.3) to define Hecke correspondences CpHecke p q on
PGLp2, Rq{Γ and H{Γ as well as a family of self adjoint operators Tp commuting
with each other and with ∆ on L2 pH{Γq. Then L2 pH{Γq is spanned by Hecke-Maass
forms — joint eigenfunctions of ∆ and all Tp .29
Motivated in part by the study of Hecke-Maass forms, Rudnick and Sarnak made
the following bold conjecture regarding any hyperbolic surface:
Conjecture 11 (Quantum Unique Ergodicity30Conjecture [RS]). Let M be a compact manifold of negative sectional curvature. Let tφi u be a complete orthonormal
27For us cuspidality of the forms is not relevant - only that these are eigenfunctions of ∆ and

p {

p
p q
p q

qq

all Tp in L2 H PSL 2, Z .
28To define G Z (at least in the way we do it in the survey) one needs to choose a Q-embedding
of G in some SL N ; reasonable people might do this in different ways, but they would all agree
that the Γ we defined is commensurable to G Z .
29In this case, these joint eigenfunctions, even the constant function, satisfy the condition of
cuspidality automatically (if somewhat vacuously) since there are no periodic horospheres!
30Abbreviated QUE bellow.

p q
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sequence of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian ∆ on M ordered by eigenvalue. Then
2
the probability measures |φi pxq| d volM pxq converge weak to the uniform measure
on M .
In their paper, Rudnick and Sarnak focus on
the case
of Hecke-Maass forms,
2




showing that any weak limit of a subsequence φij pxq d volM pxq cannot be supported on finitely many closed geodesics. The multiplicities in the spectrum of
the Laplacian on arithmetic surfaces H{Γ with Γ as above (or more generally the
k
i1 H{Γi on which the Hecke correspondences are defined if we work with nonmaximal orders) are not well understood. Empirically, these multiplicities seem
to be bounded, indeed in favorable cases, the multiplicity of every eigenvalue of
∆ seems to be one, so one does not seem to lose much by using a sequence of
Hecke-Maass forms instead of an arbitrary sequence of eigenfunctions of ∆. Let
M be an arithmetic surface (or a more general local symmetric manifold K zG{Γ
with K G maximal compact, G  GpRq for G a semisimple Q-group, and Γ G
a congruence lattice [in particular commensurable to GpZq]). We shall call the
closely related question to Conjecture 11, of whether on such an M the proba2
bility distributions |φi pxq| d volM pxq corresponding to Hecke-Maass forms φi (i.e.
joint eigenfunctions of ∆ and all Hecke operators) converge weak to the uniform
measure the Arithmetic Quantum Unique Ergodicity Problem.
Conjecture 11 is to be compared to the following “quantum ergodicity” theorem
of Schnirelman, Colin de Verdiere, and Zelditch:
Theorem 5.1 (Schnirelman, Colin de Verdiere, Zelditch [Š5, CdV, Z2]). Let M
be a compact manifold so that the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of M
is ergodic. Let tφi u be a complete orthonormal sequence of eigenfunctions of the
Laplacian ∆ on M ordered by eigenvalue. Then there is a subsequence ij of density

2
one so that restricted to this subsequence φij pxq d volM pxq converge weak to the
uniform measure on M .
Using Theorem 2.8 as well as an entropy estimate by Bourgain and the author
[BL1] the author has been able to prove the following, in particular establishing
Arithmetic Quantum Unique Ergodicity for compact hyperbolic surfaces:
Theorem 5.2 ([L2]). Let φi be an L2 -normalized sequence of Hecke-Maass forms
on an arithmetic surface31 M  H{Γ with the lattice Γ either a congruence subgroup
of PGLp2, Zq or arising from an order in a quaternion division algebra over Q as
2
above. Suppose |φi pxq| d volM pxq converge weak to a measure µ on H{Γ. Then
µ is up to a multiplicative constant the uniform measure on H{Γ. In particular,
arithmetic quantum unique ergodicity holds for compact arithmetic surfaces.
What is not addressed in that theorem is the question whether there can be
2
escape of mass for the sequence of measures |φi pxq| d volM pxq for Γ a congruence
sublattice of PGLp2, Zq. What is shown by Theorem 5.2 is that whatever remains
converges to the uniform measure. This difficulty was resolved by Soundararajan
using an elegant analytic argument:

31More generally, finite union of surfaces

k



i 1

{

H Γi .
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Theorem 5.3 (Soundararajan [S6]). Let φ be a Hecke-Maass form on H{ PSLp2, Zq,
normalized to have L2 -norm one. Then

logpeT q
2
|x|¤1{2 |φpx iyq| d volH px iyq ! ?T

¡

y T

with an absolute implicit constant.
Theorem 5.3 implies in particular that any weak limit of a sequence of measures
2
corresponding to Hecke-Maass forms |φi pxq| d volM pxq is a probability measure,
hence using Theorem 5.2 Arithmetic QUE holds also in the non-compact case where
Γ  PSLp2, Zq (a similar argument works for congruence sublattices of P SLp2, Zq).
The entropy bound by Bourgain and the author in [BL1] gives a uniform upper
bound on measures of small balls in PGLp2, Rq{Γ of an appropriate lift of the
2
measures |φi pxq| d volM pxq to PGLp2, Rq{Γ. An alternative approach by Brooks
and the author using only one Hecke operator gives a less quantitative entropy
statement that is still sufficient to prove quantum unique ergodicity:
Theorem 5.4 (Brooks and L. [BL2]). Let φi be an L2 -normalized sequence of
smooth functions on H{Γ with Γ an arithmetic co-compact lattice arising from an
order in a quaternionic division algebra over Q as above. Assume that for some
sequences λi Ñ 8, λi,p P R, ωi Ñ 0

}∆φi  λi φi }2 ¤ λ1i {2 ωi }Tp φi  λi,p φi }2 ¤ ωi .
2
Then |φi pxq| d volpxq converge weak to the uniform measure on H{Γ.

A surprising link between quantum unique ergodicity and the number of nodal
domains for Hecke-Maass forms φ on H{Γ was discovered by Jang and Jung. If
φ : M Ñ R is a ∆-eigenfunction, say ∆φ λφ  0, on a compact surface M ,
Courant’s Nodal Domain Theorem and the Weyl Law imply that the number of
nodal domain N pφq for φ satisfies N pφq ! λ. However it is well-known that in
general N pφq could be much less: indeed in the two sphere S there is a sequence
of ∆-eigenfunctions with eigenvalues Ñ 8 with N pφq ¤ 3, and in general it is
very hard to bound the number of nodal domains from below; for more details, cf.
e.g. [JJ] and the references given by that paper.
Theorem 5.5 (Jang and Jung [JJ]). let φi be a sequence of Hecke-Maass forms
on H{Γ for Γ an arithmetic triangle group. Then limiÑ8 N pφi q  8.
Triangle groups are discrete subgroups of the isometry group of H generated by
reflections in three sides of a triangle with angles π {a, π {b, π {c. To such a group Γ1
we can attach the orbifold H{Γ where Γ Γ1 is the group of orientation preserving
isometries. Γ1 is generated by Γ and a reflection σ with σΓσ  Γ, hence σ induces
a orientation reversing involution on H{Γ (for convenience we will also call Γ a
triangle group). An arithmetic triangle group (there are only finitely many of these)
is a triangle group that is commensurable to PSLp2, Zq or a lattice coming from
a quaternionic order over Q as above. Examples are Γ  PSLp2, Zq itself (giving
the triangle group p8, 3, 3q) and the compact triangle group p2, 6, 6q. Quantitative
1
results giving N pφq " λ 27  were given by Ghosh, Reznikov and Sarnak, assuming
the Lindelöf hypothesis for L-functions of GLp2q-forms [GRS2, GRS1]; quantum
unique ergodicity is used as a (partial) substitute to the Lindelöf hypothesis in [JJ].
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In addition to considering a sequence of Hecke-Maass forms with eigenvalue
λi Ñ 8, one can consider on a given quotient H{Γ a sequences of holomorphic Hecke
forms of weight Ñ 8. These correspond to irreducible PGLp2, Rq-representation in
L2 pPGLp2, Rq{Γq which have no POp2, Rq-invariant vectors. Using analytic techniques, and in particular making heavy use of the Fourier expansion of such forms
in the cusp, Holowinsky and Soundararajan [HS] were able to prove an arithematic
quantum unique ergodicity theorem for these automorphic forms for Γ a congruence
subgroup of PGLp2, Zq. The techniques of Holowinsky and Soundararajan seem to
be restricted to the noncompact case; the analogous question for compact quotients,
and even on the sphere S, remain important open questions.
A related question involves fixing the weight (or bounding the Laplacian eigenvalue) but considering a sequence of “newforms” on a tower H{ΓpN q of congruence
subgroups. This question makes sense also in a purely discrete setting: instead of
taking a quaternion division algebra M over Q which is split at infinity, one can
take a definite quaternion algebra such as the Hamilton quaternions
MQ

iQ

jQ

ijQ

i2

 j 2  1, ij  ji.

For such M, the group PGLp1, M b Rq is compact (in fact, isomorphic to SOp3, Rq),
and so for S  t8, pu, the S-arithmetic projection
(5.4) πS : PGLp1, M b Aq{ PGLp1, OM q Ñ PGLp1, M b Rq  PGLp1, M b Qp q{Γ

can be composed with a further projection by dividing the R.H.S. of (5.4) from the
left by the compact group PGLp1, M b Rq  K pnq with K pnq ¤ PGLp1, M b Zp q
a compact open subgroup. This gives a map from PGLp1, M b Aq{ PGLp1, OM q
to a finite set. For every q  p the q-Hecke correspondence gives this finite set
the structure of a q 1-regular graph — the Lubotzky, Phillips and Sarnak “Ramanujan graphs” [LPS]. Taking Hecke newforms on a sequence of these graphs with
decreasing K pnq, Nelson [N] was able to use an adaptation of the method of proof of
Theorem 5.2 to prove Arithmetic QUE in the level aspect for newforms corresponding to principle series representations of PGLp2, Qp q. The restriction to principle
series representations is the analogue in this context of the restriction in Theorem 5.2 to Maass forms (i.e. Laplacian eigunfunctions) as opposed to holomorphic
forms.
The dynamical approach to arithmetic quantum unique ergodicity can be extended to other arithmetic quotients. Notable work in that direction was done by
Silberman and Venkatesh:
Theorem 5.6 (Silberman and Venkatesh [SV2, SV1]). Let G  PGLp1, Mq where
M is a degree n-division algebra over Q, split over R, for n ¥ 3. Let G  GpRq 
PGLpn, Rq, K G maximal compact, and Γ a lattice in G arising from a maximal
order in M. Let φj be a sequence of L2 -eigenfunctions of the ring of invariant
differential operators on K zG as well as all Hecke-operators. Assume that the
irreducible G-representation Hj L2 pG{Γq of G spanned by left translations of φj is
a principle series representation with parameter tj P iaR that stays away (uniformly
2
in j) from the edges of the positive Weyl chamber in iaR . Then |φj pxq| d volK zG{Γ
2
converge to the uniform measure on |φj pxq| d volK zG{Γ .
The proof of Theorem 5.6 proceeds, similarly to that of Theorem 5.2, by “lift2
ing” the probability measures |φj pxq| d volK zG{Γ to an (approximately) A-invariant
probability measure on G{Γ. This part of the argument, which is carried out in
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[SV2], uses only the information about the behavior of φj at the infinite place. Then
using the information about other places, explicitly the fact that φi are eigenfunctions of all Hecke operators, positive entropy of any ergodic component of any weak
limit as above is derived in [SV1]; this argument is related to the entropy estimate
of Bourgain and the author in [BL1]. Once this entropy estimate is established, one
can employ the measure classification results of [EKL] (special case of Theorem 2.4)
to deduce the above arithmetic quantum unique ergodicity result.
6. Applications regarding Diophantine approximations
We started this survey with a historical introduction concerning some of the
origins of the study the rigidity properties of higher rank diagonal actions. One
important such work was the paper [CSD] of Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer, relating
Littlewood’s Conjecture (Conjecture 2) to Conjecture 1 regarding bounded A-orbits
in PGLp3, Rq{ PGLp3, Zq.
It is therefore not surprising that the significant progress obtained towards understanding these higher rank diagonal actions in the half-century since Cassels and
Swinnerton-Dyer’s seminal paper shed some light on Diophantine questions, though
Littlewood’s Conjecture itself remains at present quite open. Indeed, in terms of
concrete (e.g. algebraic) numbers α, β P R for which Littlewood’s conjecture can
be verified, i.e. so that
inf n }nα} }nβ }  0,

(6.1)

¡

n 0

I am not aware of any nontrivial examples beyond that given by Cassels and
Swinnerton-Dyer in [CSD], namely those α, β P R so that the field Qpα, β q they
generate is of degree 3 over Q.
The following was proved by Einsiedler, Katok and the author in [EKL] using
measure rigidity of the action of the diagonal group on PGLp3, Rq{ PGLp3, Zq:
Theorem 6.1 (Einsiedler, Katok, L.). For any  ¡ 0 the set
!

(6.2)

pα, β P r0, 1s2 : ninf
n }nα} }nβ } ¥ 
¡0

)

has zero (upper) box dimension.
Zero upper box dimension simply means that the set (6.2) can be covered by

!δ, N δ squares of diameter N 1 for any N ¡ 0. This of course implies that the set
of exceptions to Littlewood conjecture has Hausdorff dimension zero, and moreover
for any α P R outside a set of Hausdorff dimension zero, (6.1) holds for every β P R.
This latter statement can actually be made more explicit: let α P r0, 1s be given.
Expand α to a continued fraction
(6.3)

α

1

.

1

n1

1

n2
n3

1
n4

...

If the sequence nd is unbounded then already inf n¡0 n }nα}  0 and hence (6.1)
holds for every β. For any k let Nk pαq denotes the number of possible k-tuples of
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integers i1 , . . . , ik appearing in the continued fraction expansion of α, i.e. so that
there is some ` P N so that

pi1 , . . . , ik q  pn` , . . . , n`

 q.

q 1

The following proposition follows readily from the techniques of [EKL]; we leave
the details the imagination of the interested reader, but the key point is that the
condition given in the proposition on α can be used to verify the positive entropy
condition.

Proposition 6.2. Let α P r0, 1s be such that the continued fraction expansion of α
satisfies that
logpNk pαqq
lim
¡0
q Ñ8
k
(this limits exists by subadditivity). Then for any β P R equation (6.1) holds.
de Mathan and Teulié gave the following analogue to Conjecture 2

Conjecture 12 (de Mathan and Teulié [dMT]). For any prime p and any α P R
(6.4)
Recall that |n|p

inf n |n|p }nα}  0.

¡

n 0

 pk if pk | n but pk
inf

¡ ¥

n 0,k 0

1

- n, hence (6.4) is equivalent to



n npk α

 0.

Note that by Furstenberg’s theorem (Theorem 1.1)32 for any two distinct primes p, q
inf n |n|p |n|q }nα}  0,

¡

n 0

since either α is rational, in whichcase lim }nα}  0, or tpk q ` α mod 1u is dense in
r0, 1s, in particular inf k,`¥0 pk q` α  0.
By a variant of the argument of Cassels and Swinnerton-Dyer, de Mathan and
Teulié show (6.4) holds for quadratic irrational α P R. Interestingly, Adiceam,
Nesharim and Lunnon give in [ANL] a completely explicit (and non-obvious) counterexample to the function field analogue of Conjecture 12, also stated in [dMT].
Using a similar argument to [EKL], but using the measure classification result of
[L2] instead of that in [EKL], Einsiedler and Kleinbock prove in [EK] that for any
 ¡ 0 the set of α P r0, 1s for which
inf n |n|p }nα} ¥ 

¡

n 0

has zero box dimension.
Theorem 6.1, unlike many of the other applications we gave for the rigidity of
higher rank diagonal actions, only tells us that something is true outside an unspecified, but small, set of exceptions. The following interesting application of measure
rigidity by Einsiedler, Fishman, and Shapira gives an everywhere statement, in the
spirit of Conjecture 12:

Theorem 6.3 (Einsiedler, Fishman, and Shapira [EFS]). For any α P r0, 1s, let
n1 pαq, n2 pαq . . . , be the digits in the continued fraction expansion of α as in (6.3).
Denote by cpαq  limiÑ8 ni pαq. Then for every irrational α P r0, 1s,


sup c nα mod 1
n

 8.

32Another result we cited in the introduction that played a central role in the development of
the subject!
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Somewhat unusually, the proof of this theorem actually involves adelic dynamics
[L1], a result closely related to Theorem 2.8 but with no explicit entropy assumption
(the necessary entropy assumption is derived in [L1] from the dynamical assumptions by a variation on the argument of [BL1]).
David Simmons observed that Theorem 6.3 implies in particular that for any
ψ : N Ñ R with ψ ptq Ñ 8 as t Ñ 8, for any α P r0, 1s
lim Q

(6.5)

Ñ8

Q

¤

min

¤ pq

q Q,m ψ q

}qmα}  0,

answering a question of Bourgain related to the work of Blomer, Bourgain, Radziwill
and Rudnick [BBRR] where they show that if α is a quadratic irrational (with some
additional restrictions, removed later by Dan Carmon), for every  ¡ 0, one has
that limQÑ8 Q2 minq,m¤Q }qmα}  0; they also show this for a.e. α (but their
techniques do not show (6.5) for every α, even when ψ pq q  q).
Write
ApQ, Q1 q  Q min }qmα} .

¤

¤

q Q,m Q1

By an (easy) result of Dirichlet Q minq¤Q }qα} 1 for all α, Q, hence for any Q, Q1
we have the trivial estimate ApQ, Q1 q ¤ 1. By considering a α P r0, 1s that has
a sequence of extremely good approximations pqii with qi prime, it is easy to see
that there are uncountably many α for which limQÑ8 ApQ, Qq  1. However one
can still gives the following strengthening of (6.5), whose details will appear in the
forthcoming [EL4]:
Theorem 6.4 (Einsiedler and L.). For any ψ Ñ 8, and any α
Ap2k , ψ p2k qq Ñ 0 outside possibly a subsequence of density zero.

P R, one has that

This theorem also relies on a measure classification result for higher rank diagonal
actions, in this case Theorem 2.6.
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